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The absorption of sound energy by the ground has been studied extensively
because of Its Importance In understanding noise propagation through the
atmosphere. This report Investigates the affenualtve effect of snow on sound
propagation, and provides quantitative measurements and an accurate model
for predicting these effects. Summer and winter experiments were conducted at
a site In northern Vermont to Investigate the effect of a snow cover on low
energy sound propagation in the 5- to 500-Hz frequency band for propagation
distances between 1 and 274 m. Pistol shots were used as te source of the
acoustic waves, with geophones and microphones serving as the receivers. A
comparison of the summer and winter recordings revealed a number of effects
caused by the introduction of a 0.25-m-thick snow cover. The peak amplitude
of the air wave was more strongly attenuated In the winter, with a decoy rate
proportional to r -1.6 versus r -1.2 in the summer, corresponding to an order
of magnitude difference in the signal levels after 100 m of propagation. The
waveforms were also markedly changed, with broadened pulses and greatly
enhanced low frequencies appearing In the winter recordings. The pulse
broadening and peak amplitude decay rates of the acoustic waveforms were
successfully predicted theoretically using a layered, rigid, porous model of the
snow, with an assumed surface effective flow resistivity of 20 kN s m-4.
Calculations of ground motion induced by the atmospheric sound waves were
made using a viscoelastic model of the ground and the wavenumber integration
technique. Although soil ground motions were successfully modeled, Induced
motions in the snow were not, and the model always underpredicted the
observed decay rotes. An investigation of plane wave transmission from a fluid
Into a porous solid using Blots theory shows that the presence of pores In the
solid is the most important factor in the acoustic energy loss, not attenuation
by transmission to the solid frame, and an explicitly porous model will be
necessary to compute correctly the motion induced in the snow.

Cover. .45-coliber blank pistol shofs we used as an ocousic source to mea-
sure differenkb s in aomosphetic ocoustic woves traveling above snow-
covered or bare ground. The pistol was pointed lownrd fte sensor array
and fixed fa heght of 1 m. A box contoinlng a microphone and a pulse
detection circuit was used to start the data recording.

For conversion of SI metric units to U.S./British customary units of measurement
consult ASTM Standard E380-89a, SAnndord Practlce for Use of the Inlerational
System of Units, published by the Ameicon Society for Testing and Materials,
1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
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Attenuation of
Outdoor Sound Propagation Levels

by a Snow Cover

DONALD G. ALBERT

INTRODUCTION sources, they showed that the coupling was mainly a
local phenomenon, with the seismic waves being in-

The absorption of sound energy by the ground duced by the passage of the air wave directly over
has been studied extensively (Attenborough 1985, the sensors, in agreement with the earlier work. Body
Chessell 1977, Embleton et al. 1976, 1983, Embleton waves as well as surface waves have been detected
and Daigle 1987) because of its importance in under- from impulsive sources in the air (Gudesen 1985, van
standing noise propagation through the atmosphere. Hoof 1985, Knapp 1986).
Predictions of outdoor sound levels produced by vari- A 0.70-m-thick snow cover can strongly attenuate
ous sources can be usefully applied to practical prob- the coupling (Albert 1987b), while enhanced coupling
lems, such as the reduction of traffic or industrial has been observed when a thin snow layer was
noise, and the estimation of community nuisance or present (Gudesen 1985). Increases and decreases in
damage levels from artillery firing ranges, con- the coupling through various snow layers have been
struction blasting and other explosions. These pre- measured that could not be explained by a simple
dictions are also of interest in estimating acoustic-to- dependence on layer thickness (Peck 1986).
seismic coupling phenomena, which can have large In this report, measurements and calculations of
effects on the performance of sensor systems that uti- the absorption effects of snow-covered ground on
lize ground motion to detect intruders or to locate acoustic pulse propagation are presented. Experi-
military targets. In all of these applications, ground ments were conducted at a site in northern Vermont,
absorption is a major contributor to the overall sound under both summer and winter conditions, to allow
level. Most studies have reported ground absorption the effect of a 0.25-m-thick snow cover to be assessed
effects as a function of frequency in terms of excess by direct comparison. The experiments used simple
attenuation, the ratio of the sound level with the point sources (blank pistol shots and sledge hammer
ground present to the sound level in free space at the blows) and were designed to allow the various wave
same propagation range, expressed in decibels. Only types to be identified and examined individually, so
a few studies (Don and Cramond 1987, Raspet et al. that their importance could be assessed and the
1983, 1985) have dealt with the effect of the ground changes that result from the presence of snow could
on acoustic pulse propagation, which requires inte- be measured. Acoustic propagation above snow has
gration over the frequency bandwidth of interest. been studied in the past, although infrequently

Early investigations of acoustic-to-seismic cou- (Embleton et al. 1983, Nicolas et al. 1985), and prima-
piing, which date back to the 1930s, focused on air- rily using continuous rather than impulsive sources.
coupled Rayleigh waves or flexural waves that can Gubler (1977) did make some impulse measurements
be observed at very large ranges (Albert 1987a, over snow, but reported only the amplitude decay
Embleton and Daigle 1987). Recently, work has been rates observed and did not make waveform corn-
done on coupling at shorter ranges. Researchers parisons. This study differs from previous studies of
(Attenborough et al. 1986, Bass et al. 1980, Sabatier et pulse propagation in two ways: first, I calculate ab-
al. 1986a,b,c) developed probe microphones that can sorption effects using a physically based theoretical
be inserted into the soil and, using continuous sound model of finite ground impedance, the four-param-



eter model of Attenborough (1985), and compare the viscoelastic material model used in the wave-
these calculations to those using the semi-empirical, number integration effort. This transmission mode
single-parameter model of Delaney and Bazley (1970) accounts for the much higher energy loss observed
that has been used in past work; and second, I com- by sound propagating over snow compared to grass-
pare the model predictions with measurements over land.
snow-covered ground. Apparently, this is the first Finally, the results of these studies are summa-
report of extensive impulse measurements over such rized and additional work outlined in the Conclusions.
a highly absorptive geological boundary. Future efforts will be directed toward obtaining mea-

The following section presents a detailed discus- surements on additional snow covers and toward in-
sion of the experimental methods, and includes the corporating porous materials into the full wave-
design, equipment selection and calibration, and field number integration code, a formidable programming
techniques used. This is followed by a section de- task.
scribing the site characterization techniques and re-
sults. All relevant site properties were measured, in-
cluding seismic velocity, soil and snow properties, EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
meteorological conditions and topography. An over-
view and discussion of the measured data are given Experimental objectives
in the Observed Data section, while the section follow- The main objective of these experiments was to
ing that summarizes the observations, with empha- determine the effect of introducing a snow cover on
sis on comparing the acoustically induced ground acoustic waves propagating through the atmosphere.
motion in summer and winter. Thus, the experiments were designed to provide ac-

The acoustic waveforms were modeled using a curate measurements of the velocity, amplitude and
physically based theoretical model of finite ground attenuation rate of the waves. Another objective of
impedance, the four-parameter model of Atten- these experiments was to identify and characterize
borough (1985). Forward modeling of the waveforms the waves that take part in acoustic-to-seismic cou-
was performed, based on a steepest descent (i.e., high pling. Finally, accurate waveform recordings were
frequency) approximation. Exact agreement with both desired to check theoretical modeling results and to
the summer and winter data was obtained with rea- allow modem data reduction and analysis methods
sonable model parameters, although the winter data to be used.
could not be modeled without introducing a layer to
represent the snow cover. The development and veri- Overview of the experimental
fication of the Attenborough model is reported here. design and equipment
This model is a useful tool for predicting sound lev- The arrangement of sources and receivers is per-
els under a variety of ground conditions, and is the haps the most important experimental design factor
only one available that has been verified to incorpo- in studies of this type. Previous studies (e.g., Bass et
rate a snow cover correctly. al. 1980) used only a few receivers, with spacings of

Additional efforts were made to predict the acous- 30 m or more, which are too large for accurate veloc-
tically induced ground motion using the wave- ity measurements and for following individual waves
number integration technique. These computations with confidence. In this study, the receivers were ar-
treated the ground as a viscoelastic solid. Good quali- ranged in a line along the air/ground interface, with
tative agreement was obtained with the summer mea- a maximum spacing of 3 m, which corresponds to a
surements, but not with the winter ones. The corn- 10-ms travel time between sensors for acoustic waves.
putations failed to predict enough attenuation of over- Because the receiver array required a few hours to
all signal level and enough decay of the high fre- install, it remained in a fixed location for each par-
quencies in the pulse waveforms to match the ob- ticular experiment while the position of the source
served data, even with unrealistic input parameters. was varied. Recordings were made with the source

The reasons for the failure of these computations close to the receiver array; then the source was moved
for snow are discussed, where Biot's classical theory away at intervals slightly less than the array length
is used to model snow as a viscoporous rather than a (to provide some overlap) and the measurements
viscoelastic material. When the transmission of acous- were repeated. This procedure allowed propagation
tic waves from air into snow is examined, the theo- distances from 1 to 274 m to be recorded with dis-
retical results show that the largest transmission is to tance intervals of 3 m between different ranges. The
compressional waves traveling mostly in the pores, a fine spatial sampling and the recording procedure
mode of transmission that is completely absent from used allowed the entire wavefield to be determined
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.45 cibr.45 caliber

S• AIFigure 1. Comparison of the acoustic source strength ofa
"• ~single blank shot from a .45 caliber pistol (top) and a .22

_W caliber pistol (bottom). Both shots were recorded by a verti-
Tv cal component geophone at the surface of the snow layer 79 m
Q -away. For each shot, the pistol was held I m above the snow

surface and pointed in a horizontal direction toward the
0. geophone. The shots were recorded less than 2 minutes apart.

Although there happened to be a higher level of low-frequency

.22 ca•Liar background noise during the .45 caliber shot (probably from a
vehicle on the road near the test site), it produced a high-
frequency air wave that was about six times greater in ampli-
tude than the the .22 caliber shot. The low-frequency surface

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1? 0.4 05 wave following the air wave was about afactor of 10 larger for
Time (secondvs) the .45 caliber shot.

accurately. Since different waves travel at different sensor systems concentrate on the low-frequency
velocities, they can be observed separating from one band for the detection and identification of vehicles.
another as the propagation distance increases. The In practice, this band is usually from 10 or 20 Hz to a
recording geometry allows travel time vs distance few hundred hertz, the band selected for these mea-
and amplitude vs distance curves to be constructed, surements.
from which the velocity and the amplitude decay of The signals were recorded digitally using a
the waves can be determined. Geosource DSS-10A seismic recording system (Fig.

Another factor important in the experimental de- 2), providing the advantages of great accuracy and
sign is the selection of a source of the acoustic waves, wide dynamic range. Twenty-four signal channels
It must be repeatable, easily controlled and have a were recorded, each sampled at a rate of 2 kHz, with
large enough signal output to provide a good signal- a 500-Hz anti-alias filter applied. Occasionally, a 60-
to-noise ratio. The use of an impulsive source rather Hz notch filter was necessary, but other filtering was
than a continuously emitting one was desired be- avoided during the measurements so that the re-
cause it allows the individual wave arrivals to be de- corded bandwidth was as wide as possible. Each
tected and identified. Impulsive sources are more dif- sampled data point was written on a nine-track tape
ficult to use than continuous sources, however, be- in SEG B format as a 16-bit mantissa with 4 gain bits
cause greater timing accuracy and control are needed. (Northwood et al. 1967). Although single shots were
It is also easier to measure spectral properties using always recorded, the best records were obtained by
continuous sources, which can be tuned to any de- summing 5 or 10 individual shots in the recording
sired frequency. For the acoustic source, a .45 caliber system's memory before writing to tape, as this pro-
pistol firing hand-loaded blanks was selected for cedure reduced the effects of uncorrelated noise, es-
safety, output consistency and portability. This pis- pecially at the longer propagation ranges.
tol had a much greater signal output than a .22 cali- Vertical component geophones, which measure
ber blank pistol that was occasionally used (Fig. 1). the particle velocity of the ground, were used for most
Other sources that were considered included a "four- of the receiver channels. They have the advantage of
deuce" (4.2-in. mortar) and explosive charges, but being sensitive, rugged and inexpensive, and are un-
they were eliminated by logistical complications: stor- affected by temperature changes. I used Mark Prod-
age, shipping, safety and permits were all a problem ucts L-15B geophones with a natural frequency of 4.5
with these sources. Sledge hammer blows upon a Hz and a sensitivity of 32 V/(m s-1). Horizontal com-
metal plate resting on the ground were used as the ponent geophones of the same type were also used
source for determining the seismic properties of the to assist in identifying the wave types and to allow
test site. the particle motion to be determined. To measure

Because low-frequency waves can be detected at the air pressure variations, Globe 100C low-frequency
greater distances than high-frequency waves, most capacitor microphones with a sensitivity of 2 V/Pa



Figure 2. Digital record-
in~g system. On the left are
the electronics used to filter,
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tion. The nine-track tape
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Figure 4. Schematic cross-sectional view of the sensor arrays used in the summer (top)
and winter (bottom) experiments.

were used. The number of these microphones was the snow that had been removed. The microphones
limited because of their expense. They are also less were placed on the surface or on small wooden plat-
rugged than geophones, require their own separate forms, 0.5 m high, and were covered with 0.6-m-
power supply, and are susceptible to noise problems. diameter hemispherical fiber screens to reduce wind

Since the effect of a snow layer was of interest, noise. The microphones were connected to the geo-
measurements were conducted under both summer phone cables through an attenuating resistance bridge
and winter conditions. The experiments took place that reduced the signal amplitude by a nominal fac-
at the Known Distance Firing Range of the Vermont tor of 1000 (the exact measured values were 1260 and
National Guard's Camp Ethan Allen Training Cen- 1360), bringing the microphone signal levels close to
ter in Jericho, Vermont (Fig. 3). This site was acces- those of the geophones. The installed receiver arrays
sible during the winter, yet remote enough and pro- are shown in Figure 5, and a view of the microphones
tected by a fence so that the snow cover remained and geophones is given in Figure 6.
undisturbed. The test site is located approximately To record signals from acoustic sources, the pistol
17 km east of Burlington, Vermont, at 44°27.5'N, was pointed toward the sensor array and fired from
72°55W, and is about 240 m above sea level. The a height of 1 m (see cover photo). A small box with a
relatively flat topography allowed propagation ranges microphone mounted on it and with a pulse circuit
of up to a few hundred meters to be used. inside was placed on the ground directly beneath the

pistol. When this surface microphone detected the
Experimental procedures acoustic wave from a fired shot, a pulse from the

Figure 4 shows schematic diagrams of the actual circuit was transmitted along a wire to start the re-
receiver arrays used in the summer and winter. Ex- cording. The time delay between the actual firing of
cept for the buried geophone used in the winter, the shot and the arrival of the acoustic wave at the
which was installed before the snow fell in late No- box to start the recording was 3 ms. The delay from
vember 1984, the sensors were installed just prior to the electronic circuit within the box varied between
the measurements and connected to the recording 0.1 and 0.3 ms depending on the source waveform,
system using standard 12-channel geophone cables, but it did not seem to vary with temperature. A num-
The geophones were held in place in the soil or snow ber of single and summed shots were recorded at a
by a 7.5-cm-long (3 in.) spike attached to the case. In particular source location. Because seismic waves
the winter, a small hole was dug in the snow cover to were also of interest, single and summed vertical ham-
install the ground geophones. Since there was very mer blows were also recorded at the same spot be-
little frost present, it was not hard to push the spike fore moving to the next source location. A motion-
into the ground; then the hole was backfilled with sensitive switch attached to the sledge hammer's
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a. Summer.

b. Winter.

Figure 5. Receiver array.

handle was used to start the recording in this case, 60-Hz noise was present, so a notch filter was neces-
with a negligible time delay. The source locations sary to eliminate this hum. Although low-frequency
were moved in line with the array, with maximum (-1 Hz) background noise was occasionally present,
propagation ranges of 157 m from the west and 274 this noise was eliminated later by a zero-phase
m from the east. digital low-pass filter (Albert 1986) during computer

As mentioned above, filters were avoided during processing rather than during the recording.
recording whenever possible. In some cases, strong Between the winter and summer experiments,
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Figure 6. Emplacement of microphones (without the windscreens) and geophones. The
boxes contain a battery power supply and attenuation resistance bridge for the microphones.

the test site was used for a number of National geophone sensitivity in volts per meter second-1.The
Guard training exercises, including tank training, so microphone channels were converted using
the area had to be left completely deared between ex-
periments. A few wooden stakes were driven in p(Pa) = d(mV) x atten/
flush with the ground surface and used upon return
to relocate the source points and the receiver array [10 gain (db)/20 x 1000 x 2.01

After the experiments, the SEG B tapes were sent
to a contractor for demultiplexing. The returned tapes, where p (Pa) is the pressure in pascals, the factor 2.0
written in SEG Y format (Barry et al. 1975), were then is the microphone sensitivity in volts per pascal, and
read into a Prime 9750 minicomputer for processing atten is the resistance bridge attenuation factor (ei-
and analysis. The first step was to convert the data ther 1260 or 1360).
from the SEG Y IBM floating point format to a For- If the shots were summed, an additional correc-
tran-readable real array; Appendix A contains a For- tion might have been needed. To prevent overflow,
tran listing showing how this conversion was accom- the recording system shifts the data one bit to the
plished. The next step was to correct the gain and to right when summing starts and applies an additional
convert the data values from millivolts to physical bit shift each time the number of summed shots
units. The geophone channels were converted using reaches a power of two. For example, three bit shifts
the expression will be applied when five shots are summed (a bit

I41 =shift at one, two and four sums). Since a binary bit
,(ms-1 = d(mV)/ shift to the right is equivalent to a division by two,

the data values are reduced by a factor of 23 = 8.
F1gain(db)/20 x 1000 x 32.3J Adding five shots together presumably results in an

amplitude five times greater than that for a single
where u is the particle velocity in m s-l, d (mV) is the shot. Thus, to correct the data to the amplitude level
recorded data value in millivolts, gain (dB) is the fixed of a single shot, the data values must be multiplied
gain of the preamplifiers in decibels (the four pos- by 8/5. These corrections were carried out on all
sible values were 12,24, 36 or 48 dB), the factor 1000 summed shots.
converts millivolts to volts, and the factor 32.3 is the At this point, the data are ready for analysis. For-
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tran programs were written for data display, filter- 2-
ing, spectral analysis and data reduction. Examples
will be given below and in the following sections. 0 I
Calibration

Two methods were used to calibrate the equip- .0 o. 0.2 0.3 0 4 0 5
ment in the field. The first method used a microphone Time, s

"beeper" with a known output level that was re-
corded at two frequencies for each microphone chan- I 0-

nel. The second method recorded the signal produced
when a small steel sphere was dropped on each im- N 10-3
planted geophone from a known height. Recordings
of these impacts were used to determine the sensitiv- , 0-
ity of the geophones and the recording system's band-
width. Both calibration methods were used during 10-5

the summer experiments only. o-6_L

A GenRad Model 1562A pistonphone was used 0 400 800

to calibrate the microphones. This calibrator has an Frequency, Hz

output Sound Pressure Level (SPL) of 114 dB (re 20
p~a) ± 0.7 dB (or 10.0 ± 0.8 Pa) at frequencies of 125 Figure 7. Typical microphone calibration time se-
and 250 Hz. Because the Globe microphones are a ries (top) and spectrum (bottom). The pistonphone
non-standard size, the calibrator was attached to the was set to a frequency of 125 Hz and applied to channel
microphone using a rubber grommet, and a correc- 18. The power spectrum display (PSD) shows that
tion for the volume between the pistonphone and harmonic oscillations are present at 250, 375 and 500
the microphone diaphragm was necessary. This cor- Hz, but they are all 40 dB down from the signal level.
rection, the ratio of the volume for standard micro-
phones to the volume for the low-frequency micro- at 375 Hz. Weaker harmonics are present at 250 and
phones, amounted to a factor of 0.30, reducing the 500 Hz. The power spectrum confirms that this chan-
expected input to the microphone to 3.0 ± 0.3 Pa. The nel has a dynamic range of at least 80 dB.
calibrator was applied to each of the microphones In-situ calibration of geophones is rarely at-
and 1 second of the signal was recorded. Then the tempted, especially in small scale studies of this type,
measured EMS sound pressure level, SPLn, from because of the difficulty in applying a known input
these recordings is calculated and compared to the signal and in isolating the geophone from other
known calibrator output. sources of ground motion. I had three objectives in

calibrating the geophones: to check that the rather
N 0.5 complicated tape decoding and gain correction se-

SPLn = (11N) Yx quence was properly implemented, to measure the
i=O 0 variation in sensitivity among individual geophones,

and to determine the impulse response and band-
where xi is the individual sound pressure samples width of the entire recording system. Without cali-
and N is the total number of samples recorded. The bration, the accuracy of absolute amplitude measure-
ratios of measured to expected sound pressure
levels ranged from 0.5 to 1.4; the values for all
of the measurements are given in Table 1. An Table 1. Microphone calibration RMS sound pressure levels.
example of the pistonphone signal and its power SPLrs at SPL,,s at Sensitivity

spectrum recorded by one of the microphones Channel 125 Hz 250 Hz Ratiot  (V/Pa)
is shown in Figure 7. The power spectrum was
calculated by windowing 1000 time series data 7 4.7 3.4 1.4 2.7

points, appending 1048 zeros, Fourier trans- 11 - 2.9 1.0 1.9

forming using the FF algorithm, and applying 18 1.9 2.2 0.7 1.4

a five-point band average in the frequency do- 24 1.4 128 0.5 1.5

main. The signal at 125 Hz is about a factor of

100 (40 dB) larger than the strongest harmonic tMeasured RMS SPL divided by expected value of 3.0 Pa.
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Figure 8. Procedure used for the BB drop Figure 9. Typical vertical component geophone
calibrations of the vertical component geo- responses to a BB impact and following bounces
phones. (geophone channel 10). The initial impact occurs

at 0.1 seconds, and bounces at 0.32,0.46,0.55,0.61,
... seconds, with measured peak particle velocities of
12.5, 8.3, 5.6, 4.5, 3.2,... x 10-4 m s-1 respectively.

ments are assumed to be good to an order of magni- geophone and the time interval At between bounces
tude. Initial amplitude determinations from the win- can be accurately measured (Fig. 9), allowing the im-
ter data indicated much larger ground motions than pact velocity v of the BB to be determined from
expected, so the following BB drop method of cali-
bration was devised and led to the discovery of a v = gAt/2
missing factor of 2-24 (= 5.96 x 10-8) in the tape de-
coding sequence. where g = 9.8 m s-2. The law of conservation of mo-

BB drops have been used in the past (e.g., Hoover mentum for the collision between the BB (of mass
and O'Brien 1980, Krohn 1984), but only to deter- mbb and velocity vzb) and the geophone (with mass
mine the coupling of the geophone to the soil, not to Mge° and velocity Vge°) is
estimate the sensitivity of the geophone or its band- bb= Mgeo bb bb
width. These researchers used BB impacts to estimate m = geo Y2- mbV2
the resonant frequency and damping factor of the
geophone-ground system, which they modeled as a where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to before and aftr
damped harmonic oscillator. They were concerned the impact; the geophone is initially at rest vle- 0).
mainly with the frequency response and filtering ef- Rearranging gives
fect of the coupled system on the actual ground mo- geo _ bb bb=

tion. V2- (Vlb+v 2 bbm bb/Vge2

The experimental procedure was to drop a BB (a
small steel sphere manufactured by Daisy) onto a The masses Mge° (0.280 kg) and mbb (0.000313 kg)
planted vertical-component geophone while record- were determined by weighing. These values were
ing the geophone's output. A plastic pipe (trade name used to determine Vb from the above equation, and
Goofy Straw), 0.195 m long, was held slightly above compared to the velocity found from the output volt-
the geophone and the BB was dropped through it age of the geophone itself and the manufacturer's
(Fig. 8), allowing it to bounce a number of times. Since stated sensitivity of 32.3 V/rm s-1. Results are given
the BB was held and dropped by hand, the exact in Table 2. The geophone sensitivities determined
time of its release and the initial height are not accu- from the BB drops are all greater than the sensitivity
rately known. However, the output voltage of the given by the manufacturer, by a factor ranging from
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Table 2. Geophone sensitivity determined from BB drops. 1.01 to 3.05. Most of the geophones appear to

Standard Sensitivity be about twice as sensitive as stated by the
Channel N' Ratiot deviation (V/m s-1) K manufacturer.

However, the above calculations rely on the
1 17 1.35 0R155 43.6 9 assumption that only the geophone is ac-
2 14 1.93 0.215 62.3 10 celerated by the BB. Actually, some portion of
3 19 2.13 0.306 68.8 11 surrounding soil will also be accelerated, so the
4 18 1.71 0.219 55.2 10 effective mass (denoted by meff) is Meff = Mg-+
5 19 1.43 0.237 46.2 8
6 17 1.89 0.309 61.0 11 ms'il, and the calculated geophone sensitivities

10 18 1.91 0.253 61.7 10 should be decreased.The value of meff depends
12 19 1.85 0.199 59.8 10 on how firmly the geophone is planted in the
13 18 2.09 0.272 67.5 11 soil and on the soil properties, and the data
14 16 2.08 0.295 67.2 12 indicate that it also depends on the impact
15 17 3,05 0.698 98.5 11
16 23 1,75 0.223 56.5 11 velocity of the BB (Fig. 10). For these reasons, it
17 15 1.67 0.170 53.9 1o is difficult to determine the correct value of
21 12 1.01 0.100 32.6 11 meff and the manufacturer's sensitivity was

*NNumber oBused in the amplitude measurements presented
N=Number of BB bounces used to determine the average ratio, later on in this report. The results presented in
K=Number of BB bounces used to determine the bandwidth of the Tbe2sremil sa niaino h

channel. Table 2 serve mainly as an indication of the
t Ratio of the geophone velocity after impact determined from conserva- variability between geophones and their cou-

tion of momentum to the velocity determined from geophone output pling to the soil, and as confirmation that the
voltage times the manufacturer's stated sensitivity, amplitude measurements are accurate to within

a factor of three or better.

102
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cl 10-1'
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Ra~tio Figure 11. Examples of initial impacts and follow-
ing bounces for each of the geophone channels

Figure 10. BB impact velocity vs the ratio of the (numbers on tihe plot), shown at true amplitude
geophonc velocity calculated from conservation of befiore normaliza tio n. The dis ta nce bet ween t ick marks
momentum to the velocity found from the geophone corresponds to 5 x 1()- MSIn on the vertical axis, and
output voltage. (.1 seconds on the horizontal. The signals have been

aligned in time on this plot . Notc the different ap-
pearance of the waveformsfi~r channels 15 and 2 1.
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The recordings of the BB impacts were also used where Pn is the true power spectrum value at the nth

to determine the bandwidth of the entire recording frequency and P, is its estimate. The confidence in-
system, from the sensor, through the amplifiers and terval is equivalent to a range of 2.6 to -1.9 dB.
filters, to the storage on magnetic tape. A number of The bandwidth estimates are shown in Figure 12.
individual BB impacts were recorded for each chan- The use of a 60-Hz notch filter during the recording
nel (Fig. 11). These time series were normalized, win- of the impacts appears as a -30-dB dip at this fre-
dowed and used to estimate the bandwidth of each quency. The frequency response of all but two of the
channel using the block averaging computational channels is relatively flat from about 200 to 500 Hz,
scheme detailed below. when the anti-aliasing filter causes the response to

Impacts that were at least 100 sample points (0.075 drop off sharply, reaching -80 dB at 800 Hz. Below
s) away from other impacts or noise were selected 100 Hz, the frequency response is lower because the
for analysis. Each time series was then normalized BB drop did not excite these frequencies.
with respect to energy so that all bounces would be Figure 12 shows that two of the channels had
weighted equally, and multiplied by a third-order poorer frequency response characteristics than the
Kaiser-Bessel window to reduce leakage in a near- rest. Either the anti-aliasing filter for channel 21 was
optimal manner (see Harris [1978] for details of this defective or there was some loss of dynamic range
window). Zeroes were appended to the windowed for this channel, as the response leveled off at -30 dB
impulse to increase the frequency resolution and the at 600 Hz and remained at this level out to 1000 Hz.
amplitude spectrum was calculated using the fast The waveforms in Figure 11 also indicate that the
Fourier transform algorithm. All of the spectra for signal may have been clipped. Channel 15 shows a
each channel were then block-averaged in the fre- drop in the response between 300 and 600 Hz that is
quency domain to increase the number of degrees of also visible in the waveforms displayed in Figure 11.
freedom and narrow the confidence interval of the With these two exceptions, the BB drop tests confirm
estimate. the wide bandwidth of the sensing and recording

If we let k, m and n be indices referring to the system.
impact number, time and frequency sample, respec- The two channels with narrower frequency re-
tively, then the block averaged Fourier transform of sponse characteristics are also the ones with the high-
N samples from K impacts is est and lowest measured geophone sensitivities. With-

out these two channels, the measured geophone sen-

K N-1xn= x Z ei2pmnlN,
k=1 m=O

-20-with -

'Ck = Wm Y , = , m 0, 1,... NY-i -40

= 0 , m = NY, NY+1,... N-1
S-CO

where yg) represents the mth sample of the time se-

ries of the kth impact. The power spectrum estimate
at a frequencyfn = n/(N At) is the magnitude squared -80 .4
of X,. With NY = 150, N = 1024, and At = 0.0005 s, the
interval between frequencies is Af = 1/ (N At) = 1.95
Hz. Table 2 lists the number of spectra averaged for too
each estimate. Typically, 10 bounces were averaged 0 400 ,oo
(i.e., K = 10 for 20 degrees of freedom), giving an J,•,i.,?,Y. liz

approximate 95% confidence interval of Figure 12. Bandwidth of the vertical gcopho te chan-
nels estimatedfrom recorded BB drops. A 60--k notch

0.64 Pn <- Pn > 1.8 P. filter was used during the recording of the impacts.
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sitivity ranges from 1.35 to 2.13 times the manu- spaced vertical component geophones was emplaced
facturer's sensitivity, on the ground surface, and waves resulting from a

vertical sledge hammer blow (Fig. 13) on a metal plate
placed on the ground were recorded. The source was

SITE CHARACTERIZATION moved to a number of different locations off each
end of the array and within the array itself. At the

Determining the properties of the site of the ex- longer ranges, 10 or 20 hammer blows were summed
periments was an important part of this work. Docu- to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. In both the sum-
mentation of the site conditions was needed for esti- mer and the winter, vertical hammer blows were re-
mation of the environmental effects on the wave corded with the same array that was used in the
propagation, for comparison with other experiments propagation and acoustic-to-seismic coupling experi-
and for use in the modeling efforts. The most impor- ments (see the previous section and Fig. 3 through
tant characterization effort was the measurement of 5). This array had a 3-m spacing between geophones,
the compressional (P) and shear (S) wave seismic ye- and the longest source-receiver offset was 157 m to
locities as a function of depth. These measurements the west and 274 m to the east. In the summer, six
were obtained using the seismic refraction technique additional P-wave arrays were used to provide a de-
and are discussed in detail below. Other site charac- tailed picture of the velocity structure of the site. The
teristics that were determined include topography, locations of these arrays are shown in Figure 14.
soil type, snow properties, frost depth and meteoro- A single SH (horizontally polarized shear) wave
logical conditions. Each of these determinations will refraction experiment was also recorded at the site.
be discussed in this section. A linear array of horizontal geophones, spaced 3 m

apart, measured the SH waves as shown in Figure
Seismic velocity structure 15. A 0.2- x 0.2-m wooden beam with metal end caps

was positioned at the desired source point and
Field procedure clamped to the ground by the front tires of a pickup

Standard seismic refraction techniques (Sheriff and truck. Polarized SH waves were produced by strik-
Geldart 1984) were used to determine both the P- ing one end of the beam, again taking advantage of
and S-wave velocities of the experimental site. To the summing capabilities of the recording equipment
measure the P-wave velocity, an array of evenly to improve the signal quality. Then the other end of

Figure 13. Source used for the P-wave refraction experiments was a vertical sledge
hammer blow upon a metal plate placed on the ground. A motion-sensitive switch is taped
to the hammer, and starts the recording system via the cable.
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Figure 14. Location of the P-wave refraction lines.

Figure 15. Source used for the S-wave refraction experiments. By recording hammer blows
on each end of the beam separately, the reversed polarity of the SH waves that are generated can
be used as an aid in their identification on the seismograms.
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Figure 16. Example SH-wave refraction seismograms. Traces are normalized. Bottom
shows the effect of increasing the gain while muting the higher amplitudes later in the
traces.

the beam was struck with the hammer and a sepa- Occasionally, because of poor signal-to-noise ra-
rate recording was made. A comparison of the two tios, the first peak rather than the first arrival was
recordings allowed the SH waves to be identified, picked for some of the traces on the seismogram. The
since the ground motion for these waves reversed exact location of the peak was found from interpola-
when the source polarity was changed, while the ear- tion for all of the traces, including those where the
lier arrivals from the faster traveling P waves re- first arrival could be determined. The average differ-
mained unchanged. ence between the first arrival and the peak times on

the good traces was then determined and subtracted
Data reduction from the peak times of the noisy traces to estimate

Travel times for the first arrivals were determined their first arrival times.
by displaying the refraction waveforms on a Tek- In some cases, the data quality was improved by
tronix 4114 terminal and then picking the arrivals applying a digital filter to remove narrow-band
with a cursor. I implemented the method of auto- ambient noise. Zero-phase filters (Albert 1986) were
matically picking arrival times presented by Hatherly used to ensure that the travel times were not affected.
(1982), but I was unable to get consistent results, so The procedure to reduce the shear wave refrac-
all of the travel times were picked by hand. tion data was similar to the one used for the P waves,
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b. After noise removal by low-pass filtering (f, 100 Hz).

Figure 17. Example SH-wave cti-action seismograms with and witout noise
removal.

except that two records with opposite source polar- plifier setting to avoid clipping the traces close to the
ity were plotted on the graphics terminal screen for source. Unfortunately, the gain setting was too low
picking. The arrivals were picked mainly by deter- to allow the signal from the far traces to be recorded.
mining when the two traces at a particular range di- An example is shown in Figure 19. The poor quality
verged. An example is shown in Figure 16. Digital of these data did not affect the overall interpretation,
filtering was also useful in determining the SH-wave since these recordings were intended to measure the
arrival times, and examples are shown in Figures 17 near-surface velocity, which could still be determined
and 18. from the close traces.

The data quality was generally high, and the first
arrival times could be readily determined with an Intercept time inversion
accuracy of 1 ms. One exception, however, was the The intercept time method, used to invert the first
P-wave data for sources within the sensor array. arrival travel times, is based on the assumption that
While recording these data, I selected a low pream- the subsurface consists of flat (posbibly inclined), con-
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Figure 18. Spectra of SH-wave traces before and after application of a low-pass

d1gital2fiter, f= 100 Hz.

stant velocity layers with the velocity increasing with face is replaced by an arrival from a deeper, faster
depth. Using Snell's law, the refraction data can de- interface) were determined from this plot, and a
termine the velocity and thickness of the layers. straight line was fit to the data segment from each

Once the travel times were determined for an ar- refracting interface using least-squares (Fig. 20). The
ray, a plot of distance vs travel time was made for all procedure was repeated for all of the source points
of the source points extending in one direction from in the opposite direction from the array. With the
the array. Next, the crossover distances (the distance assumptions listed above, the apparent velocities of
where the first arrival from a slower, shallower inter- each layer are given by the inverse of the slope of the
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Figure 19. Example of a P-wave refraction record with the preamplifier gain setting
too low. The first arrival cannot be picked beyond 37-rn range.

80 C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Th e results of the intercept tim e analysis for all of

the refraction arrays are given in Table 3, with the
60 -travel time plots and fitted lines shown in Appendix

S40 -B. The results for the detailed P-wave refraction mea-
20 surements are shown in Figure 21 (where the thick-

20 E

0______________ nesses have been plotted, corrected for the surface
elevations). Additional measurements using closely

a. For these data, the source was moved along a spaced geophones revealed typically low P- and 5-
line to the east of the array. wave surface soil velocities of 200 and 60 mn s-1 re-

too _____________ spectively. The intercept time analysis shows that the
shear wave velocity increased to 160 mns-1 at a depth

80 - ~of 0.2 m, to 360 m s1 at 1.5 m and to 2900 mns 1
l at 24

60 -m depth beneath the 39-rn-long receiver array. The
40 -P-wave measurements indicate a nearly horizontal
20 nlayer with a velocity of 1725 mn s1

l at 4 mn depth,
0 0 10 5 identified as the water table. The velocities range from
aRne 50 to 10m 0 5 3900 to 5700 m s-1 (mean 4630, standard deviation

Rang, 7n710 m s-I for six determinations) beginning at a depth
b. The source was moved along aline to the west of 15 m at the eastern end of the site, and at 25 m
of the array. depth at the western end (Fig. 21). These velocities

indicate that the upper 15 to 25 mn consists of uncon-
Figure 20. Distance vs travel time plots for both solidated soils, becomidng saturated at 4 m depth, with
source directions for P-wave refraction array 1. the basement rock below. Note that the shear wave
Triangles are the first arrival times picked from the velocity is unaffected by the saturation of the soil, as
seismograms. The three line segments are least- expected.
squares fits to the travel times.

Soil and snow properties
line segments. These apparent velocities can be used
to determine the "true" velocity of the layer, and the Soil
intercept of the line segments can be used to deter- The physical characteristics of the soil at the ex-
mine the depth at each end of the array. A computer perimental site were measured as carefully as pos-
program provided by Mooney (1973) was used for sible, since this information was useful in document-
these determinations. ing the actual experimental conditions, providing in-
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- 10 West East Table 3. Results of intercept time analysis.
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Array Velocity Location Depth Location Depth

0 . - Z----- 400 ) - (r s-) (m) (Fi) (m) (O)
15 205 0 39

360 0.2 0.3
S10 1725 if s- 1130 1.6 2.8

1640 4.9 3.7
55 5150 32.0 18.4

20 2 (SH) 60 0 39S]. '" •160 0-2 0.2
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Figure 21. Results of P-wave refraction measure- 1760 2.9 2.3
menrts. Five separate receiver arrays were used; the 5700 22.5 24.3

resulting depths from intercept time analysis are denoted 34 66 135
with diamonds. Triangles mark the receiver locations 1710 3.3 4.8
and asterisks the source locations for the propagation and 4850 23.0 20.4
acoustic-to-seismic coupling experiments. The vertical
to horizontal exaggeration is 10:1. 3-5 400 132 201

1660 3.7 4.6

4570 20.2 19.5

put parameters to the modeling efforts and compar- 3-6 410 198 267
1780 5.2 5.2ing acoustic data from other locations. Soil samples 4140 20.0 17.6

were collected in August 1986 at five representative
locations at the test site (Fig. 22) and returned tV, the 3-3 400 0 23N
laboratory for analysis. In the laboratory, the den- 1710 2.8 2.1

39014.1 23.9
sity, moisture content, grain size distribution and soil 3940 14.1_23.9

type were determined for each sample (Table 4). The
grain size distributions are plotted in Figure 23. year coupled with a November that was warmer than

Laboratory analysis showed the soils to consist of usual.
gravel-sand-silt mixtures or of silty sands with den-
sities around 1700 kg m-3 . These analyses are consis- Snow
tent with those of Stewart and McClintock (1970), Snow is a substance with highly variable physical
who mapped surface soils in this area as outwash and mechanical properties. In addition, it is driven to
deposits, i.e., glaciofluvial gravels, with a possible thin metamorphose rapidly by changing environmental
covering of postglacial alluvium. According to Doll conditions. Thus, it is of prime importance to charac-
et al. (1961), the bedrock geology of the site belongs terize the snow cover simultaneously with the
to the Pinnacle formation, a lower Cambrian forma- experimental measurements, as vast changes may
tion of the Camel's Hump group, composed of meta- occur literally overnight.
morphosed (albite to chlorite) shistose graywacke. The winter experiments took place on 16 January

Two frost tubes were installed in early November 1986, with a snow cover of about 0.25 m and a thin
1985 at the locations shown in Figure 22. During the (0.03-m) layer of frozen soil present at the site. To
winter experiments in January 1986, these frost tubes characterize the snow cover, a snow pit was dug dur-
indicated frozen soil depths of 0.03 and 0.08 m. The ing the experiments and the temperature, density,
growth of the frozen soil layer is greatly impeded by crystal type, grain size and hardness of each layer
the presence of a snow cover, which insulates the were detennined. Five distinct layers were observed
ground from the low air temperatures, and this frost in the snowpack, with measured densities from 190
depth was shallow compared to most winters in Ver- to 290 kg m-3 and crystal sizes ranging from 0.1 to 2
mont because of the early onset of a snow cover that mm (Table 5). This snow cover can be considered
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Table 4. Soil properties.

Moisture Silt or
Sample Depth Density content Gravel Sand clay

no. Location (W) (kg m-3) (%) (%) (%) (%) Soil type

1 1E 0.06 1820 16.9 27.4 39.9 32.7 Gravel-sand--silt
2 40E 0.08 1910 15.7 0.1 68.4 31.5 Silty sand
3 80E 0.05 1810 21.2 7.3 43.2 49.5 Silty sand
4 120E 0.5 1660 10.0 0.0 75.4 24.6 Silty sand
5 200E 2.25 1400 5.1 4.5 94.2 1.3 Gravelly sand

Notes:
1. Samples 1-3 were located along the source-receiver line used for the propagation experiments.

Samples 4 and 5 were located 50 m south of this line, and were taken from the side of a gravel pit.
2. The specific gravity of all soils was 2.7.

Somple No. Locoaion Depth (cm)

I IE 6-13 CAMP ETHAN ALLEN

2 40E 8-15 FIRING RANGE

3 80E 5
4 IZOE 50 (side of pill)

5 ZOOE 225 (side of pit)

I LeoryRRd

I_ 0Brm " S m er

'N lom 0Bounder)

Figure 22. Location ofthe snow pit,Mfrost tubes and soil samples.

typical of those found during most New England tion. The strength of this layer was very low. The
winters. The snow is always layered because of se- second layer, 0.03 m thick, was a hard wind crust.
quential snow storms rather than steady precipita- This layer is a further development of a windblown
tion in the area. Once the snow is on the ground, it surface layer, and the small, closely packed particles
tends to change into crystals of lower surface area. increased in strength by sintering. The density of these
These changes are driven primarily by the tempera- upper layers was about 200 kg m-3.
ture gradient within the snow. An interpretation of The next two layers, composing most of the snow
the measurements given in Table 5 follows, cover (0.16 m thick), was made up of hexagonal and

The 0.04-m-thick upper layer consisted of crystals columnar crystals that are formed from high-tem-
that had fallen two nights before (0.01 to 0.02 m of perature-gradient metamorphism. This recrystaliza-
snowfall occurred at the site on the night of 14 Janu- tion produces the crystal shapes noted (a tempera-
ary) and had been broken into shards by wind ac- ture gradient of more than 100 C/m is usually needed
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Figure 23. Grain size distribution of the soil samples. See Figure 22 and Table 4for sample locations and depths.
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Figure 23(cont'd). Grain size distribution of the soil samples. See Figure 22 and Table 4for sample locations
and depths.

Table 5. Snow layer profile of 26 January 1986,1530 hours.

Layer Thickness Density Temperature Hardness Crystal size Crystal
(mm) (kg m-3) ( 0C) index (mm) Symbol* type

1 40 -10 2.5 0.1 2b bk Wind broken
192

2 30 -5 450 0.1-0.3 9d wc Wind crust
198

3 40 -6 25 0.5 4a fa Solid hexagonal and
5c cl columnar

4 120 288 -2 250 1-2 4a fa Depth hoar
5 20 9 0 0 t -3 3500 - 8c bi Basal ice layer

* Symbols according to the International Class/ifcation for Seasonal Snow on the Ground (Colbeck et 1 1990).
t Estimated.

for faceted crystals to develop*), and as the crystals metamorphosis was continuing. The basal ice layer
grow, bonds between the grains disappear and the (0.02 m thick) formed from the refreezing of meltwa-
snow strength decreases. There was a strong tern- ter that drained to the bottom during previous warm
perature gradient in the snow (see Table 5), so this periods.

The snow depths at each sensor and source loca-
tion were measured using a meter stick and are listed

Personal communication with S. Colbeck, CRREL, 1990. in Table 6.
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Meteorological data Table 6. Snow depths and ground surface
During the winter experiments, a portable met sta- elevations.

tion was operated at the test site. This station recorded Snow depth Elevation
the temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed Location Win) (W)
and direction at heights of 2 and 6 m. The data were
recorded every minute by a Kaye Digi mH data logger 118 W 0.41 -1.31
on a cassette tape. The tapes were returned to the 79 W 0.20 -0.40
laboratory and transferred to the Prime computer. 55 W -0 0.06

40 W 0.32 -0.18
The data are reproduced in Appendix C. These data 1 w 0.23 -
were supplemented by data from weather stations at 0 0.25 0.00
Burlington airport (44°28'N, 73'09'W, elevation 101 1 E - 0.00
m) and Mount Mansfield summit (44'32'N, 72°49'W, 2 E - 0.00
elevation 1204 m), which are located approximately 3 E 0.23 0.03

4 E - 0.03
17 and 8 kmn from the test site. 5 E - 0.00

The data show that the winds remained nearly 6 E 0.25 0.00
calm throughout the day (16 January), with dear skies 7 E - 0.00
and air temperatures between -8 and -3.5°C. The air 8 E - 0.039 E 0.25 0.03
temperature was lower near the cold snow cover, 10 E -0 0.06

and increased with height, producing an inversion 11 E - 0.09
(positive temperature gradient). Normally, such an 12 E 0.29 0.06
inversion would be expected to cause an increase in 13 E - 0.09

the sound level received by a source compared to 14 E - 0.12

measurements made in a homogeneous atmosphere 15 E 0.26 0.21
18 E 0.21 0.37

because upward traveling sound rays will tend to be 21 E - 0.43
bent back toward the ground, but the attenuation 24 E 0.21 0.43
caused by the snow cover completely masked this 27 E 0.19 0.43
effect, as will be shown subsequently. 30 E 0.21 0.49

The coldest days of the winter in this area were 14 34 E 0.15 -
33 E -- 0.64

and 15 January 1986, with clear skys and calm winds. 36 E - 0.76
A thaw began on the 17th, followed by rain on the 39 E -- 0.95
19t and 20t. The 0.15-m-thick snow cover completely 40 E 0.16 0.98
disappeared at the Burlington station, and presum- 47 E - 1.19

ably at the test location also. A bit of luck was in- 79 E 0.18 1.71
118 E 0.04 2.38

volved in obtaining snow cover data that year, as 156 E 0.03-0.09 2.68
such thaws usually don't occur until late February! 160 E - 2.96

In the summer, the met station was not available 163 E - 2.53
for use, so the data from Burlington were relied on 196 E 0.23 2.26

exclusively. The propagation experiments took place 235 E 0.25 2.71

on 18-19 August 1986, when the high and low tem-

peratures at Burlington were 27 and 19 and 24 and
15°C respectively. Both days were partly cloudy, hot
and humid. The variable winds were estimated to of 4.27 m over the 392-m line of sources and receivers
range between speeds of 2 to 3 m s-1, blowing across (Table 6). The site generally sloped upwards from
the acoustic propagation path from the north, and west to east, with some irregularities. All of the re-
causing a neutral (zero gradient) temperature pro- ceiver locations were within 0.95 m in elevation.
file. The measured speed of sound in the air was 346
m s71.

OBSERVED DATA
Elevations

The topography of the site was measured in May This section is an overview and gives examples of
1986, and included the elevation of every source and the experimentally observed waveforms. Visual in-
receiver location used during the propagation experi- terpretations of the data and major findings are given
men ts. This survey was conducted using a Zeiss 30X here, while detailed analyses and comparisons with
level, and revealed that a maximum elevation change theory are presented later.
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a. Source was located east of the sensors.

Figure 24. Vertical component geophone recordings of .45 caliber blank pistol shots in the
summer.
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Figure 24 (cont'd).

Data set less than 0.1 second at 274 m, so its average speed is
All of the data obtained in the summer and winter about 3 km s-i. Details of the P-wave velocities were

are shown in Figures 24 through 27. Figure 24 shows presented in the Site Characterization section. Follow-
the .45 caliber blank pistol shots recorded by surface ing the P wave are shallow refractions, reflections
geophones in the summer, with the source to the east and PL-mode arrivals. The next arrival, traveling at
and the west of the sensors. The winter recordings about 340 m s-1, is the high-frequency air wave. The
are shown in Figure 25. The summer data show a following low-frequency wave train is a Rayleigh
strong, high-frequency air wave arrival, which rap- wave, a normally dispersed (low frequencies followed
idly damps out (within 0.05 seconds). This high-fre- by high frequencies) oscillation lasting 1 second at
quency air wave is much diminished in the winter 150 m. Since the air wave arrives before the Rayleigh
recordings, and a low-frequency surface wave be- wave, the speed of sound in air must be greater than
comes the largest part of the signal after 40 m of the S-wave speed at shallow depths in the soil. The
propagation. The surface wave lasts about 0.2 sec- winter data shown in Figure 27 are nearly identical
onds. The acoustic wave speeds determined from the to the summer data, except that the air wave is not
air wave travel times are 346 m s-1 in the summer observed. A detailed discussion of these data is pre-
and 329 m s-1 in the winter. The different speeds are sented below.
caused by the different air temperatures during the
two experiments. Air wave coupling

Recordings of vertical hammer blows in the sum- Figure 28 shows a typical example of the observed
mer are displayed in Figure 26. The wave field is more signal output from a microphone, 0.5 m high, in sum-
complicated than for the acoustic source, and a num- mer and winter. The air wave from the pistol shot
ber of different wave types can be identified. The first causes an increase in pressure, followed by a rarefac-
arrival on all of the traces, especially visible from 80 tion and then another compression before dying
m and further, is the refracted P wave. This arrival is away. This pulse is a combination of the direct wave
of relatively high frequency and has a travel time of through the air and the wave reflected from the sur-
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Figure 27 (cont'd). Vertical component geophone recordings of vertical sledge hammer blows in
the winter.

,20

Summer

1o

Figure 28. Comparison of recordings
Sfrom a microphone 0.5 m above the
surface in summer (top) and in winter

0 (below). The source was a singlefiring of
0:3 0a .45 pistol using a blank round. The

o. o 0. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 source and receiver locations are identical
Ttmo (seconds) for both traces.

face of the ground. The peak pressures were 4.6 and The pulse is delayed in the winter relative to the sum-
-14 Pa in the summer and only 1.8 and -0.7 Pa in the mer arrival time because of the temperature-induced
winter, a 6:1 ratio. In the winter, the pulse from the change of the speed of sound in air.
air wave coincides with a low-frequency wave not Figure 29 shows summer and winter comparisons
present in the summer. The low-frequency pulse peak for two vertical component geophones at the same
of -1.2 Pa was about the same size as the air wave. location as the microphones in the previous figure.
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fa

'a

16

S~Figure 29. Comparison of recordings
a 4 "- from vertical component geophones at

2 - Winter the surface in summer (top) and win ter

S2'

o0 receiver locatiore Comarison 28. In the

-2_ ,__summer, the geophone was on the ground
0.0 0. t 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.6 surface, while in the winter the geophone

Time (seconds) was on the top of the snow cover.

~r.0 Coprio
Figure 30. Comparison of recordings
for the same vertical component geo-

0.5 phones as in Figure 29, using 10 verti-
cal sledge hammer blows on a metal
plate on the ground at the previous
source location. The initial Waveforms

.. 0.0o are nearly identical. Note the high-fre-
quency arrival at about 0.22 seconds on
the summer recording; this is the sound of

0.0 o. 0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 the hammer striking the metal plate. It
Time (seconds) does not appear on the winter recording.

The summer geophone was placed at the soil sur- ing system sensitivity at different temperatures, 2)
face, while the winter geophone was placed at the changes in the source pulse produced by the pistol
snow surface. The initial motion is downward and is or 3) changes in the propagation caused by the dif-
followed by rapid, high-frequency oscillations that ferent atmospheric sound speed profiles and the pres-
persist for a longer time in the summer than in the ence of the snow cover.
winter. Again, there is a low-frequency wave train Figure 30 shows the output of the same geophones
present in the winter data that is not observed in the when sledge hammer blows on a metal plate served
summer. The ratio of the summer and winter ampli- as the source. The source locations are the same as
tudes is 8:1. The ratio of induced particle velocity to for Figures 28 and 29. Although this source is not as
incident pressure was 7.7 x 10--6 m s0 Pa- 1 in the repeatable as the pistol shots, the figure shows a very
summer and 6.8 x 106 m s-1 Pa- 1 in C, 2 winter. close match between the two recordings. The refracted

The differences in signal amplitude between sum- P-wave arrivals between 0.05 and 0.1 seconds are
mer and winter recordings persist at all of the propa- nearly identical in both amplitude and waveform, an
gation ranges, and have three possible causes, to be exceedingly good match. The surface waves arriving
examined below: 1) changes in the sensor or record- from 0.3 seconds onward are also in general agree-
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0. 3 SummLer

S0.2

Figure 31. Comparison of recordings
0. for the same microphones as in Figure

Winter I28, using 10 vertical sledge hammer
Si -blows on a metal plate on the ground

0.0- at the previous source location. Theair
wave is just visible on the winter record-

I ing. The initial arrival on the winter
0.0 0.1 O. 0e.3 0.4 0.o recording isfrom inst rument noise caused

T"tme (seconds) by the time break signal.

ment, with the amplitudes within a factor of two, To show that the winter surface geophone signal
quite good considering the uncontrolled source. The is not just a filtered version of the summer signal, a
high-frequency arrival at 0.22 seconds in the sum- zero phase low pass filter was applied to the signals
mer trace is the air wave produced by the sound of (Fig. 32). The low-frequency surface wave does not
the hammer striking the plate. It is invisible in the appear in the summer geophone signal when the high
winter, and this difference was also noticeable dur- frequencies are removed. This figure shows that the
ing the tests-the hammer blow was easily heard in surface wave is not just masked by other arrivals in
the summer as a sharp, high-frequency clang, but the summer, it is not present in the summer and ap-
was very muffled or inaudible in the winter. pears only when a snow cover is introduced.

Figure 31 shows the microphone recordings for An attempt was made to measure the travel time
the same hammer blows. These recordings are much differences at different depths, but the time interval
noisier than the geophone recordings, and a cross- was too small to provide an accurate velocity. It ap-
talk pulse appears in the winter caused by the startup peared that the down-going wave was traveling at
of the recording system. Despite the higher noise lev- about the acoustic speed (330 m s-1), consistent with
els, the sound of the hammer blow is visible in both an interpretation that it travels within the pores of
traces. The summer recording shows a high-fre- the material, and in agreement with the recent work
quency arrival, as expected. On the winter record- applying porous media theory to soils (Attenborough
ing, the arrival is much smaller an i slightly later than et al. 1986, Richards et al. 1985, Sabatier et al. 1986c).
in the summer, but the surface wave induced by this The surface wave is induced in the solid or frame of
air wave is clearly visible. Since Figure 30 shows that the soil and snow, and it attenuates much less rap-
the hammer blows were of nearly equal strength, the idly with depth. Although these waves are expected
.'.;fferences in signal level shown in Figure 31 cannot to show an exponential decrease with depth, this de-
be caused by changes in sensor sensitivity, cay was not observed because the measurements were

Although no direct measurements of the pistol shot so shallow compared to the wavelengths involved.
amplitudes were made right at the source (since the
amplitudes were too high to record without clipping), Coupling to body waves
the observations of the hammer blow sounds also In addition to the motion induced by the passage
discount this possibility as the reason for the signal of the air wave from the pistol shots, earlier arrivals
differences observed in Figures 28 and 29. Thus, the were also recorded (Fig. 33). Since these waves arrive
amplitude differences between the summer and win- at almost the same time as the compressional waves
ter data are attributable to changes in the propaga- recorded using hammer blows, and have measured
tion and ar- "-ot caused by source or instrument ef- phase velocities of 1660 m s-1, they must travel pri-
fects. marily through the ground, and penetrate at least to
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depth (15-25 m) of a comparable shear wave veloc-

5T ity would introduce too long of a time lag, so the
5 0-5 ,M -, waves cannot have traveled even part of the path as

I shear waves.
Summer surfa ,.ce Second, the waveforms of the early arrivals were

impulsive rather than being a dispersed wave train.
An impulsive waveform is expected for a body wave
arrival, but not for a leaky mode or a surface wave.

4 Also, if the arrivals were Rayleigh waves affected by
Summer LP the bedrock shear wave velocity, their period would

have to be much longer. Finally, synthetic seismo-
gram calculations for an explosion source in the air

W r and receivers at the surface predict arrivals with the
same travel times, waveforms and amplitude (rela-

Wint~er LP fUZtejdý tive to the air wave). By calculating synthetic seismo-
grams for receivers at various depths in the ground,
the wavefront of the arrival can be determined, and

0.0 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Time, s the wavefront is consistent with the interpretation of

a body wave.
Figure 32. Effect of low-passfiltering on recordings These body waves are about a factor of 100 smaller
of.45 caliber pistol shots in the summer and winter, in amplitude than the air waves in the summer. In
Same source and receiver locations as in Figures 28 and the winter, the presence of the snow layer actually
29. The top trace is a vertical component geophone in the enhances these waves and they are only about a fac-
summer without filtering; below it is the same signal tor of 10 smaller than the air waves. The enhancement
after low-pass filtering. The third trace is an unfiltered is caused by impedance matching that increases the
vertical component geophone at the surface of the snow, transmission coefficient when snow is present. The
and the bottom trace is the same as the third with a low- bare ground reflects acoustic waves well; the snow
pass filter applied. Removing the high frequencies from doe nound reffect a ps" more of the inow
the summer recording does not reveal the presence of a does not and in effect "traps" more of the incident
low-frequency surface wave like the one apparent in the energy.
winter recording. In the winter, a dependence of the amplitude of

these body wave arrivals on the source location was
noticed. For a source located 157 m away from the

the water table. They were strongest 40 to 80 m from array (ranges 127-157 m in Figure 33b), the arrivals
the source, but were detected out as far as 230 m. were not present, but they were again observed when
This is far beyond the distance that footsteps could the source point was moved 1% m away (ranges 166-
be detected, so these early arrivals cannot have been 196 m). The shot amplitudes are nearly the same, so
caused by the movement of the shooter. These arriv- the difference cannot be attributed to a change in
als are produced by energy that couples into the source strength, and one normally expects the am-
ground directly beneath the source, and then travels plitude of the waves to decrease with increasing
through the subsurface as a seismic compressional range. The main difference between the two shots
(P) wave. was the conditions at the source region. The closer

The evidence used to identify the early arrivals as shot point was located in a gravel road that crossed
body waves from the saturated soil and not the layer the site, and although the road was not plowed and
above the water table was the following: First, the no vehicles had traveled on it, the snow was very
group velocity is slightly less than that of the P waves shallow there and the entire area was wind blown
from hammer blows, and the phase velocity is 1660 with a hard, icy crust present. The shot further out
m s-1. The early arrival time means that the waves was in a more normal location with 23 cm of softer
must get into the ground soon after the shot is fired, snow cover. A similar amplitude variation was ob-
and eliminates the possibility of a mostly airborne served as the source location crossed the road in the
ray path. In addition, the relatively high velocity and summer as well. These amplitude observations also
early arrival time eliminate the possibility of a near- support the interpretation that the arrivals are pro-
surface path for these waves, i.e., the waves must duced by energy that couples into the ground di-
penetrate at least to the saturated soil level where the rectly beneath the source, and then travels through
velocity is 1700 m s-. The two-way travel time to the the subsurface as a seismic compressional (P) wave.
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a. The direct waves arriving before the large (clipped) air wave is clearly visible as the first arrval. Plus marks on
the plot were used to determine the arrival time of the waves.
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b. The plot shows the direct waves arriving before the air wave. These waves havewa phase velocity of 1660n ms- 1, similar
to P waves traveling through the water table, so they must penetrate at least 5 mn into the soil (Fig. 21). Note the disappearance
of the body wave at ranges between 127 and 156 mi. Each trace has been multiplied by its range to remove geometrical
spreading. The distance between two hash marks on the range axis corresponds to a particle velocity (in cm s-1) of 0.02/( range
in meters).

Figure 33. Vertical component seismnogramts obtained from .45 caliber blank pistol shots in the winter, With a 0.25-
rn-thick snow cover present at the site.
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Summary DATA ANALYSIS
Visual inspection of the measured data has shown

three major differences in acoustic pulses propagat- Observations
ing near the ground under summer and winter con-
ditions. First, the peak amplitude levels are much Site characterization
lower in the winter. Second, the winter waveforms Figure 34 shows typical examples of the observed
are low-pass filtered compared to the summer wave- signal output from vertical component geophones in
forms. Third, a low-frequency surface wave appears the summer and winter, and displays how the sig-
in the winter data when a snow cover is present. nals change as they penetrate a short distance be-

The data also show that an acoustic source will neath the surface. The source is a .45 caliber blank
cause two arrivals at surface geophones. The largest pistol shot 1 m above the ground surface. The large
arrival is caused by the passage of the air wave, which amplitude arrival near 0.2 seconds in Figure 34a and
induces motion in the soil as it passes the sensor. An 0.8 seconds in Figure 34b is the seismic pulse induced
earlier arrival was also recorded and is interpreted by the passage of the acoustic wave from the shot. It
as a body wave that traveled primarily through the is this seismic arrival, which travels primarily through
subsurface, penetrating at least 4 m deep after cou- the atmosphere and couples locally into the ground,
ping into the ground directly beneath the source. that I call the air wave in this report. In the summer,
The body wave amplitudes increased slightly when the initial soil particle motion is downward and is
a 025-m-thick snow cover was introduced because followed by rapid, high-frequency oscillations. In the
of improved impedance matching. The snow cover winter the air wave is greatly reduced in amplitude
introduced a low-frequency air-coupled surface wave and is followed by a low-frequency wave train that
that was the largest arrival in the winter, is not observed in the summer. The air wave is de-

5~~~I 10- r0- s-1 '--•

5 x 10-5 M S-1_

sum'mer surface
Summer surface m

a~Summer under soL

~=Su~n~nrr underso
-) winter surface
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Winter tunder snow

Wrtnter under soil Winter under soil
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a. The source was a .45 blankpistol shotfrom b. For 1 Ofirings from a position located 274 m
a location I m above thesnowand 79 m to the to the east of the geophones. The receivers are
east of the geophones, which were located at identical to those in Figure 34a.
the horizontal axis origin shown in Figures 4
and 21. The source and receiver locations are
identicalfor all traces. In the summer, the surface
geophone was on the ground surface, while in the
winter the surface geophone was on the top of the
0.25-m-thick snow cover. The buried geophone
was 0.33 m deep in the summer and 0.25 m below
the ground surface in the winter.

Figure 34. True amplitude comparison of vertical component geophone recordings in summer and winter.
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layed in the winter relative to the summer arrival Table 7. Attenuation measurements.
time because of the temperature-induced change of No. of a 95% confidence
the speed of sound in air. The ratio of the summer points W interval Season Material
and winter pulse amplitudes is about 8:1. These dif-
ferences between summer and winter amplitudes 33 3.25 1.11 Summer Soil

persist at all the propagation ranges and are caused 20 1.46 1.64 Winter Soil

by the different atmospheric sound speed profiles 100 1.86 0.27 Winter Snow

and the presence of the snow cover.
The ratio of induced particle velocity to incident 3 in passing from the surface through 0.25 m of snow,

pressure was determined from peak values of the air and by a factor of 4 in passing through the snow and
wave recorded by collocated vertical component sur- 0.25 m of soil. Because the air wave is at grazing inci-
face geophones and surface microphones. In the sum- dence in these examples, the attenuation does not
mer, 64 separate shots or stacked shots gave a mean depend on the propagation range. The decay in am-
ratio of 6.9 ± 0.4 x 10e m s-1 Pa-1 with 95% confi- plitude is caused by mechanical losses in the soil and
dence interval bounds. In the winter, 54 individual snow, i.e., the conversion of elastic energy to heat.
measurements yielded a mean ratio of 5.9 ± 0.6 x l0e The attenuation coefficient ca, defined by
m s71 Pa-l. Since all the measurements were at graz-
ing angles of incidence, no range dependence of the A(z) = A(0) e-,( (2)
ratio was observed. These ratios are similar to values
obtained previously for other soil types. Using con- where z = depth (m)
tinuous sources, researchers have reported peak val- A(z) = amplitude (m s-l) of geophone at depth z
ues (at a single frequency) of 5 x 10-6 to 10 x 10-6 A(0) = amplitude at the surface
m S71 Pa-1 for silt loam (Bass et al. 1980), 8 x 1le for
loess (Sabatier et al. 1986a), and 13 x 10-6 for dredged was determined from all of the measured amplitudes
sand (Sabatier et al. 1986a). Using an impulsive source, for propagation ranges of 40 m or greater (Table 7).
van Hoof and Doorman (1983) reported a value of 2 For the both the soil and the snow, ax has a value of
x 10-6 m s-1 Pa-1 for sandy soil.

The dimensionless energy density ratio ER of the
seismic to the acoustic waves can be estimated using Summer Winter

ER-=ps v 2/(P 2/Pac 2)=PsP p' cV 2/p 2  (1) 0ý2 - 0.25 s

where p = density (kg m-3)
c = speed of sound in air (m s-1) .025 - 03 s

v = partlide velocity in the solid (m s-)

p = pressure in air (Pa) 0.3 - 0.35 s

and the subscripts a and s refer to air and solid (soil
or snow), respectively. Assuming 1.2 kg m-3 for the 0 03 - 0 4 s

density of air and substituting the measured values
of ps, c and v /p (the average seismic to acoustic ratio) 5 X -•o8 on t o-8 ni

into eq 1 gives energy ratios of 1.2 and 0.09% in the - -

summer and winter. Since v/p is nearly constant for ,_,_ ,
the two seasons, the difference in energy transmitted
arises mainly from the order of magnitude differ- Homzontal cdisplacement

ence between the soil and snow densities. Figure 35. Particle motion diagrams from
By comparing the signals from the surface and Fur 35. Parte motion grams fosummer and winter surface geophones at

buried geophones, their decay as they penetrate be- horizontal location zero (Fig. 4 and 21). The
neath the surface can be determined. For example, pistol was held 1 m above the surface at horizon-
the signals displayed in both Figures 34a and b show tal location 79 m east. The summer motion is in
that in the summer the large amplitude air wave is the left column; the winter in the right. From top
reduced by a factor of 2 as it penetrates from the to bottom, each segment shows a successive time
surface to 0.33 m depth. In the winter, the air wave interval 0.05 seconds long, starting 0.2 seconds
again is strongly attenuated, dropping by a factor of after the pistol shot.
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around 2 m-1. The actual path length h through the grade motion continues for two revolutions before
snow or soil should be used in place of the vertical the motion dies away. The maximum peak-to-peak
depth z in eq 2, but this path length depends on the displacement is 1 x l0e m vertically and 0.6 x 108 rn
subsurface velocity (which is hard to measure accu- horizontally.
rately) via the equation Classically, elliptical particle motion is associated

with surface waves in seismology, and this type of
h = Z [1 - (Cs/C)2 ]-11 2  (3) motion is especially clear on the winter recordings; it

is the low-frequency wave following the air wave in
where cs and c are the wave velocities in the subsur- Figure 34. The initial vertical motion is caused by the
face material and in air. For the soil, the measured force applied to the surface from the passage of the
velocity of 200 m s-l indicates that h = i.26 z, i.e., the air wave. The prograde and retrograde motions arise
two values of a for soil in Table 7 are about 25% too from surface waves coupled to the air wave, travel-
high. For snow, the estimated velocity of 100m s-1 or ing in the snow layer and in the shallow soil. Al-
less leads to an overestimate of less than 5%. The though some elliptical motion is present in the sum-
corresponding (corrected) values are 2.6 and 1.8 m-1  mer, most of it is rectilinear in the horizontal plane.
for soil and snow. Though the values themselves are (Rectilinear motion is usually, but not always, associ-
not very accurate because of the scatter in the mea- ated with body waves in seismology, so it cannot be
surements and the imprecisely known path length, it used to characterize the wave type.)
can be concluded that the attenuation in both materi- Figure 36 shows how the air wave pulse ampli-
als is quite severe, tudes decayed as range increased. Least-squares fit-

Integrating the output from collocated vertical and ting of the data for all of the surface vertical compo-
horizontal geophones provides a picture of the par- nent geophones and for propagation ranges greater
tide motion caused by the air wvvle. Figure 35 shows than 1 m to the equation
the motion when the acoustic source was 79 m from
the sensors (the same source and rveceiver geometry A(r) = Alr-O (4)
as Fig. 34a). In the summer, the irutial soil particle
motion starting 02 seconds after :he shot is down where r = distance from the source (m)
and away from the source as expected, but it almost A(r) = amplitude (m s-l) of a vertical component
immediately becomes retrograde* elliptical with both geophone on the surface at range r
components about equal in size. Within 0.05 seconds, A1 = constant (the amplitude at r = 1 m)
the horizontal component becomes much larger than 13 = distance attenuation exponent
the vertical component, and remains so until the mo-
tion ends. After two retrograde loops, the motion showed that the decay rate in the winter (-r-1. 9) was
switches to prograde (at 0.25 seconds), then back much higher than in the summer (-r-1 2 ). A similar
again. It remains mostly retrograde and gradually analysis was carried out for the microphones, but the
flattens out to purely horizontal motion by 0.4 sec- results are not as accurate because there were fewer
onds. The maximum peak-to-peak displacements oc- microphones in the array and because some of the
cur early in the motion, and reach 6 x 1-8 m verti- recorded microphone waveforms were clipped, es-
cally and 13 x 10- m horizontally. The final horizon- pecially in the summer, and could not be used. Addi-
tal motion 0.4 seconds after the shot remains at about tional details of the fit of the data to eq 4 are given in
2 x 10 m. Table 8.

In the winter, the motion also starts down and There are two primary mechanisms affecting the
away from the source. The motion is at first prograde measured decay rate: the bending of acoustic rays by
and nearly all in the vertical plane. During the next
0.05 seconds, the motion continues to be generally
prograde, but both components are about equal in Table 8. Range decay for air waves.
size. About 0.325 seconds after the shot, the motion
switches from prograde to retrograde, with the hori- No. of 95% confidence

zontal component being the larger one. This retro- points P1 interval Season

458 1.17 0.09 Summer geophones
352 1.89 0.15 Winter geophones

* Retrograde motion isopposite in direction to the motion
of a point on the surface of a disk that is rolling along the 66 1.31 0.59 Summer microphones
ground from the source to the receiver. 142 1.52 0.45 Winter microphones
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(solid symbols) and down for the air waves (open receivers at the snow surface, under the snow, and
symbols). Triangles denote amplitudes measured by buried in the ground, respectively. Solid symbols are
receivers on the surface. the P-wave arrivals, open symbols the air wave.

Figure 36. Plot offirst arrival amplitude vs distance from the source for vertical component geophones. A dashed
line shows the least squares fit to the air wave amplitude data used to determine the decay rate given in Table 8. The solid
lines are amplitudes predicted for a relatively hard soil (top), grassland (middle) and snow (bottom) using Attenborough's
(1985) model.

the inhomogeneous atmospheric sound speed pro- by the ground. If the ground were completely rigid,
file and the absorption of energy by the finite imped- all of the rays impinging on it would be reflected
ance ground surface. For a neutral atmosphere, the back into the air without loss, and the total ampli-
sound ray paths are straight lines spreading outward tude produced at a given range by a spherically sym-
evenly from the source, and the amplitude decay rate metric source would be doubled by the reflection from
is mainly like r-1. For the summer measurements, the boundary. There has been extensive study of the
the 3-m s-1 wind kept the atmosphere at a nearly effect of a ground surface with finite impedance on
constant temperature by mixing, and since the wind acoustic waves (Embleton and Daigle 1987, Embleton
was blowing perpendicular to the propagation di- et al. 1976, Nicolas et al. 1985). Such ground condi-
rection, its effect was to slightly bend the ray direc- tions will increase the decay rate by absorption and
tion (by 0.80) and to decrease the sound velocity (by transmission. Since the acoustic wave from the source
0.04 m s-l), with very little effect on the amplitude propagates mainly through the atmosphere and
decay. The split in the air waves beyond 100 m (Fig. couples locally into the ground, the decay rate of the
36a) corresponds to source locations to the west (lower airborne waves caused by ground absorption was
amplitudes) and to the east (higher amplitudes) of calculated (see Albert and Orcutt [1990] for futher
the receiver array; these recordings were made on details on the method used to calculate ground ab-
different days when atmospheric conditions may sorption) for comparison with the amplitude decay
have been slightly different. In the winter, the posi- measured by the geophones. Using a four-parameter
tive temperature gradient (inversion) tended to bend model developed by Attenborough (1985) and the
upward-propagating rays back down towards the Weyl-Van der Pol formulation, I determined the ex-
ground, decreasing the amplitude decay rate and en- cess attenuation produced by the boundary at selected
hancing the amplitude at a given range. This gradi- ranges as a function of frequency. I then integrated
ent was about 2 to 4VC m-1 from the surface to 2-m over the frequency bandwidth of our recording in-
height, and about 1°C m-1 from 2 to 6 m. struments to determine the effect of ground imped-

The second mechanism affecting the amplitude ance on pulse amplitudes in a manner similar to that
decay rate is absorption of the airborne acoustic wave used by Don and Cramond (1987). Pulse amplitude
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decay rates for three types of ground were calculated the winter, the presence of the snow layer actually
and are plotted in Figure 36: a relatively hard soil enhances these waves and they are only about a fac-
(with effective flow resistivity Ge = 1820 kN s m-4), a tor of 10 smaller than the air waves. The enhance-
softer soil representative of grassland (Ge = 366 kN s ment is caused by impedance matching that increases
m-4 ), and snow (cye = 10 kN s m-4 ). The input param- the transmission coefficient when snow is present.
eters for these grounds used in the calculations were Such matching can be demonstrated by the follow-
taken from Attenborough (1985) and from Atten- ing simple example in which we treat the ground as
borough and Buser (1988).* The calculated acoustic a purely elastic material. The plane wave amplitude
attenuation for propagation above grassland shows transmission coefficient at normal incidence is
the same decay rate as that observed by the surface
geophones in the summer, and the calculated acous- T = (2pcll)/(p1 c1 + p 2c 2 )

tic attenuation above snow-covered ground agrees
with the decay observed in the winter (Fig. 36). From where p and c are the density and acoustic velocity,
these comparisons I conclude that the attenuation respectively, and the subscripts refer to the upper or
rates measured for the air wave by the geophones in lower medium. With values of 0.407, 12.5 and 369 kg
summer and winter are accounted for by differences m-2 s71 for the impedances pc of the air, snow and
in the ground absorption of the airborne acoustic soil, the transmission coefficient from air to soil is
wave. The enhancement from ray bending in the win- 0.002; for air to snow to soil it is 0.004, a factor of 2
ter was not observed in the data because the absorb- higher. Including the porosity and other details of
ing effect of the ground surface, which decreased the the ground's structure would enhance the transmis-
amplitude as the range increased, was much stron- sion coefficient of the higher porosity snow and
ger than the refraction effect. strengthen my conclusion. The bare ground reflects

In addition to the motion induced by the passage acoustic waves well; the snow does not and in effect
of the air wave from the pistol shots, earlier arrivals "traps" more of the incident energy.
were also recorded by the vertical component geo-
phones. Since these waves arrive at almost the same Summary
time as the compressional waves recorded using ham- Observations have shown that an acoustic source
mer blows, and have measured phase velocities of will cause two arrivals at surface geophones or geo-
1660 m s- 1, they must travel primarily through the phones buried at shallow depths. The largest arrival
ground, and penetrate at least as deep as the water is caused by the passage of the air wave that induces
table. They were strongest 40 to 80 m from the source, a surface wave in the soil with elliptical particle mo-
but were detected out as far as 230 m. This is far tion. A 0.25-m-thick snow cover caused increased
beyond the distance that footsteps could be detected, amplitude decay of the air wave, and a relative en-
so these early arrivals cannot have been caused by hancement of the low-frequency air-coupled surface
the movement of the shooter. The decay of these wave. The direction of particle motion also switched
waves as a function of range is also shown in Figure from retrograde to prograde. Under these experimen-
36. The above observations and synthetic seismogram tal conditions, the effect of ground absorption domi-
modeling work indicate that these arrivals are pro- nates the pulse amplitudes and overrides any refrac-
duced by energy that couples into the ground di- tive effects of the atmosphere. Theoretical calcula-
rectly beneath the source, and then travels through tions of the amplitude decay of the airborne acoustic
the subsurface as a seismic compressional (P) wave. wave using Attenborough's model (Attenborough

These body waves are about a factor of 100 smaller 1985) are in good agreement with observations. An
in amplitude than the air waves in the summer. In earlier arrival was also recorded for a body wave

that traveled primarily through the subsurface, pen-
etrating at least 4 m after coupling into the ground

"The input parameters required for the four-parameter directly beneath the source. The body wave ampli-
model are the flow resistivity a~, porosity Ql, pore shape tudes increased slightly when a snow cover was in-
factor ratio sf and grain shape factor n' (see A ttenborough troduced because of improved impedance matching.
119851 for the definition of the latter two parameters). For
all of the calculations, I set n' = 0.5. For the hard soil, the
other input parameters were a, = 1820 kN s m-4, ir = 0.38 Comparison of theoretical and
and sf = 0.73. For grass, I used cr = 366, Q = 0.27 and sf = experimental acoustic waveforms
0.73. For snow, I used C,. = 10, Q = 0.60 and sf = 0.50. This In this section, I outline the theory used to de-
layer was 0.25 m thick, and was over a soil layer with the scribe the effect of an absorbent boundary on acous-
parameters cy = 300, QI = 0.40 and sf = 0.75. tic waves, and models that are used to estimate the
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absorbing characteristics of the ground. Additionally Source
discussed is the method used to predict the pulse Receiver
waveforms expected after propagation along an ab- Ti
sorbing boundary. I present some examples of calcu-
lated waveforms and make comparisons with data z , k,
obtained for propagation over grassland and over
snow. Also, the predicted and observed amplitude Z2

decays as a function of range for these two ground
surfaces are compared.

Theory Figure 37. Geometry of the calculations and observations.
Effect of an absorbing boundary. The well-known The two acoustic media have impedances and propagation

expression (e.g., Chessell 1977, Embleton et al. 1983, constants of Z1, k1 and Z2, k2 respectively. The source and
Don and Cramond 1987, Attenborough et al. 1980) receiver are both in medium 1, at heights of h, and hr, and the
for the pressure p received at a height hr above an direct and reflected wave path lengths are r1 and r 2 . The angle
impedance boundary from a continuously emitting of incidence is 0.
point source at a height h, and a distance rI away
(Fig. 37) is given by

P - 1 eikrI + 1 Qe krw2 (5) 2 = 2ikl r2 (I - Rp)- 2 (ZI/Z 2)2 . (10)

P0 k, r, k, r 2  The steepest descent derivation involves a high-

where Po is a reference pressure level near the source, frequency approximation, which requires that

k1 is the wavenumber in the air, and r1 and r2 are the kr >> 1 (11)
direct and reflected waves' path lengths. The first
term in eq 5 gives the pressure from the direct wave; or, equivalently
the second gives the contribution from the bound-
ary. The dimensionless image source strength Q is f » c/(2ntr) (12)
defined to include the reflection from the boundary
and the ground wave term wheref is the frequency in hertz and c the acoustic

wave speed. This limiting frequency value is 5 Hz
(1 -Rp)F(w) (6) for a lO-m propagation range in air and 1 Hz for 40

where the plane wave reflection coefficient Rp is m, the shortest propagation range for the measure-
ments reported on here.

The equations were derived using a local reaction
s(Z sin (1 )/2) condition, which assumes that the surface acoustic

+ Z1 s1/2 (7) impedance of the boundary is independent of the
(Z 2 sin incident angle (or equivalently that the transmitted

waves are refracted vertically into the lower medium).
with Z1 and Z2 representing the specific acoustic im- The assumptions that the waves arrive at grazing in-
pedances of the two media, 0 the angle of incidence cidence and that I Z21 > I Z, I were also used in the
defined in Figure 37, and derivation.

In all calculations, I have assumed a homogeneous
s = 1 - (k1 1k 2)2 COS2 (. (8) atmosphere (i.e., no refraction of acoustic rays) with-

out turbulence. I have omitted atmospheric absorp-
A steepest descent approach (Attenborough et al. tion from the calculations, since Don and Cramond's
1980) can be used to evaluate F and gives (1987) and my own calculations have shown that it is

/2 2 negligible at these ranges (less than 300 m) and fre-
F (w) = I + i(i), we-w erfc (-iw) (9) quencies (less than 500 Hz). The next subsection dis-

cusses the models used to determine the ground im-
where i = V'_i1 and the dimensionless numerical dis- pedance Z2 needed for the calculation of pulse wave-
tance w is defined by forms via eq 7 and 10.
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Models of ground impedance. Past predictions of the material: effective flow resistivity a, porosity Q,
acoustic pulse waveforms (Don and Cramond 1987, grain shape factor n' and pore shape factor ratio sf.
Raspet et al. 1983, 1985) have exclusively employed Propagation in the porous medium is then described
Delaney and Bazley's (1970) single-parameter model by Attenborough's (1985) eq 8 and 9
of ground impedance. This model consists of the em-
pirically determined relationships k2 q2 1/2 1(xi/2 -

Z;/pc = 1 + 0 .0 5 (f /)-0 " 75 (13) 2

Z2'/pc = 0.077 (f/a)-0'73 (14) 1 + 2(y-1) (18)11 T1/ i Npr (18

where Z' 2 and Z" 2 are the real and imaginary parts [ i Npr
of the ground impedance Z2, p is the density of the
air, and ay is the flow resistivity of the porous ground. 12 [1- 2 (XiI/2)l(9
(The numerical constants in eq 13 and 14, and in eq Z2 = L 12 T (19)

16 and 17 below, actually have units that cancel those L Xi

of the (f/a) terms, making the equations dimension-
less.) Attenborough (1983) pointed out that Delaney where q2 = tortuosity = 0-"' (dimensionless)

and Bazley (1970) derived their model using materi- y = ratio of specific heats

als for which the porosity was nearly 1, and gave a a) = 21if

theoretical argument showing that the measured flow T(x) = ratio of cylindrical Bessel functions =

resistivity should be multiplied by the porosity be- J1(x)/Jo(x)
fore substitution into eq 13 and 14. It is this value, X = (1/sf) [8pq2 (o! (/•o11/2

termed the effective flow resistivity, that is denoted Npr = Prandtl number.

by the symbol a in this report. a has units of N s m-4or inks rayls m-1 This report gives numerical values The impedance of a layered medium is determined
in kN s m-4 (- 1. N s in 4 ), which makes the values by eq 15, 18 and 19. In all of the computations, wein N sm-4(= 03 s -4) whch ake th vaues have set n' = 0.5, and we have taken Npr = 0.712 and y/
the same as those expressed in cgs units in some ear- have4setrnair.0.5,tand we ha v e taken
lierpapers. 1.4 for air. Most of the other values were taken

The ground sometimes behaves as a layered po- from measurements reported by Attenborough (1985)
rous medium, rather than the infinitely thick layer for soils and by Attenborough and Buser (1988) for
assumed in eq 13 and 14. If we let h be the layer snow.2
thickness and k2 be the wavenumber in the layer, With the definition 0e = sf A/, Attenborough
then the resulting impedance of the medium is (1985) also obtained a low-frequency approximation

(Brekhovskikh 1980) of the four-parameter model that requires only two

parameters
- 2Z - iZ 2 tank2 h) (15) Z2= (4iryp)-°(aOe/f)°*5 (1i+ i) (20)

(Z2 - iZ 3 tank 2 h)
k 2 == Z 2 =(4 . (21)

where Z2 and Z3 are the impedances of the upper

and lower materials, respectively, found using eq 13 Calculation of pulse waveforms
and 14. Delaney and Bazley (1970) also determined In the following equations, lower case letters are
formulae for the wavenumber k2 = k' + ik" such that used to denote sampled quantities in the time do-

main, and capital letters the corresponding frequency
k'/kl = 1 + 0.098 (f/o)070  (16) domain values; m and n are used as subscripts for

the particular index value in the time and frequency
k"lkI = 0.19(fY)-0 5 9 . (17) domain.

The second model of ground impedance that I * Note that Attenborough and Buser (1988) have a differ-
use in my calculations was developed by Atten- entdefinition of the pore shape factor ratio, usingsp=2sr.
borough (1985). This model treats the porous me- The tabulated values for snow in Attenborough and
dium as a rigid frame with randomly varying pore Buser (1988) were thus multiplied by 2 for these compu-
sizes. The model requires four parameters to describe tations.
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Thesampledsourcepulseisgivenbythesequence Xn- WnSn (I + Qn) exp(i2nfn to). (26)
(Smi, m = 0,1,...N-1 with an interval of At seconds 4nr
between samples. The source pulse components in
the frequency domain are found by taking the dis- The time domain pulse xm was then computed from
crete Fourier transform eq 26 using the inverse discrete Fourier transform

N-1 N-1

Sn= smei 2 nmn/N Xm_ -1 Xnei 2 mn/N
0 N n=O

m =0

n =0,1,...,N-1. (22) m = 0,1,..., N - 1. (27)

The elements of the complex sequence {Sn} occur at In all of the computations, the recording system's sam-
frequency valuesfn = n/(N At ); i.e., the frequency piing interval of At = 0.5 ms was used. The Fast Fou-
spacing is Af = 1 / (N At ) and the highest is fN = 1 / tier Transform (FFT) algorithm was used to compute
(2 At ). The image response Qn is computed at all of eq 22 and 27, with the number of points N set to 2048,
the desired frequencies using either the single-param- so Af= 0.997 Hz andfN = 1 kHz. Since Q, turns out to
eter (Delaney and Bazley 1970) model or the four- vary smoothly, a wider frequency spacing could prob-
parameter (Attenborough 1985) model, or its low- ably have been used, and direct integration without
frequency approximation. The resultant Xn of the di- the use of the FFT algorithm may be more efficient.
rect and reflected pulse is then For all of the calculations, the source height was set

to 1 m and the receiver was on the surface.

Xn = Sn[(4ar))-1 exp(i2nfn r1/c) Results and discussion
Theoretical examples. I first calculate two examples,

+ (41tr2 )-1 exp (i2nfn r 2 /c) Qn]. (23) chosen to illustrate the extremes in the importance of
the ground impedance on propagating acoustic
pulses. The first is presented in Figures 38 and 39.

For a receiver at the surface, r2 = r1 (= r), so eq 23 The single-parameter impedance model (Delaneybecomes
and Bazley 1970) was used, with Y set to 32,000 kN

Xn = (4nr)-1 Sn(1 + q) exp(i2nfnr/c). (24) sm-4 , a value representative of an old asphalt surface
(Embleton et al. 1983) and of the highest value the ef-
fective flow resistivity could be expected to reach forIn the above equation, the exponential term is merely outdoor propagation. Figure 38 shows the excess at-

a phase delay that determines the arrival time of the outior prop agnigure 38 shas the imat-

pulse. This term was replaced by expli2ffto} in the tenuation and the magnitude and phase of the image
computations, where to is a fixed time shift. This re- source Q in eq 6) calculated at propagation distancesplacement is equivalent to the use of a reduction ve- of 10, 100 and 1000 m. The high effective flow resis-
placemety is eqival the uulsesforarangeseof at rhedtiontivity value used specifies an acoustically hard sur-locity to align the pulses for all ranges at the time t0, face, and the response is generally flat up to 1 kHz,

and avoids the need to compute additional terms as faplying tha veryotte w f genwll occur.

the range increases. implying that very little waveform change will occur.

Next, a window is applied to limit the calcula- Figure 39 shows the calculated waveforms, using the

tions to the recording system's bandwidth of 500 Hz. source waveform shown, for ranges up to 3 km. The

The window coefficients used reproduce the effect of source waveform used in this and in all of the follow-

the recording system's anti-aliasing filter and are ing calculations is an estimated one, because my

given by measurements from microphones close to the source
were clipped. I estimated the peak amplitude of the
experimental pulse as 2 kPa at I m.

Wn = sin' [(n - 1) n/N] Two sets of waveforms are shown in Figure 39,
one set with and one set without air absorption

n = 0,1, N - 1 . (25) (American National Standard Institute 1978). The
pulse waveforms are virtually identical at all propa-

The resultant pulse in the frequency domain then gation distances when air absorption is ignored.
becomes When absorption is included, the peak amplitudes
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Figure 38. Excess attenuation (a), image source magnitude (b) and image source phase (c) as a function offrequency
calculated using the Delaney and Bazley (1970) model with ar= 32,000 kNs m-4. Propagation distances are 10, 100 and
1000 m, source height is 1 m, and receiver is at the surface.

No absorption With absorption

7- 3km

r Ikm Figure 39. Waveforms calculated using the Delaney and
Bazley (1970) model with a= 32,000 kN s m-4jfor ranges
of 0. 1, 1 and 3 km. Source height I m, receiver at the surface.
The source pulse used is shown at the bottom of the figure, and

r = 1007m the spectrum is band limited to 500 Hz. The waveforms on the
left were calculated ignoring the effects of atmospheric absorp-
tion; those on the right include absorption. The waveforms on
the left are normalized; the peak amplitudes are 2000,33, 3 and

Source puse I Pa, respectively, from bottom to top. The waveforms on the
right are plotted at the same scale as those on the left, and they

0. 02s have peak amplitudes of 32, 2.5 and 0.6 Pa.

are lower and the waveforms are slightly broader. free space value, with a corresponding excess attenu-
The amplitude reduction is only a few percent at 100 ation value of 6 dB. The attenuation begins to in-
m and about 20% at 1 km. crease at higher frequencies, reaching 0 dB at 100, 45

The next calculation used a = 10 kN s m-4, a value and 20 Hz for propagation distances of 10, 100 and
representing a very absorptive surface like snow 1000 m. This decay arises from the phase change that
(Nicolas et al. 1985), near the lower bound of effec- occurs on reflection from the boundary.
tive flow resistivity. The excess attenuation and im- The effects of the low effective flow resistivity sur-
age source curves shown in Figure 40 now exhibit a face on propagating acoustic pulse shapes are shwvn
more complicated structure in the frequency band of in Figure 41. The pulse amplitudes are much lower
interest. At low frequencies, the boundary is fully than in the previous example, and low frequencies
reflecting, and the sound level is double that of the dominate and elongate the waveform for ranges be-
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Figure 40. Excess attenuation (a), image source magnitude (b) and image source phase (c) as afunction offrequency calcu-
lated using the Delaney and Bazley (1970) model with c = 10 kN s m-4. Same source and receiver geometry as in Figure 39.

magnitudes at 40 and 15 Hz. Two sets of waveforms

r 3= k were calculated, with and without the effect of air

absorption. In this case, the waveforms were nearly
identical, even at a range of 3 km, because the low
frequencies that dominate these pulses are not greatly

r = 11 maffected by air absorption.
These examples show that hard boundaries, i.e.,

those with a high effective flow resistivity, act as good
reflectors and have little effect on pulse waveforms,

r = 10oom while soft, absorbent boundaries with low effective
flow resistivities can produce radically different wave-

o. os formns by absorbing the higher frequencies. Additional

calculations (omitted here) revealed that the three
Figure 41. Waveforms calculated using the other parameters involved in Attenborough's model
Delaney and Bazley (1970) model with aT= 10 have an influence on the waveforms smaller than
kN s m-4for ranges of 0.1, 1 and 3 km. The that of the effective flow resistivity. This explains the
source pulse used is shown in Figure 39. The success of the Delaney and Bazley model in past work;
waveforms shown as solid lines ignore the effect of it concentrates on the most important parameter, the
atmospheric absorption. Waveforms that were cal- effective flow resistivity. In the next subsection, I
culated including the absorption effects were iden- show that calculated waveforms using either of the
tical to those calculated in the absence of air ab-
sorption at this scale. The peak amplitudes are 1.5 models can successfully match the waveforms ob-

Pa at 100 m, 0.03 Pa at I km and 0.005 Pa at 3 km. served in outdoor sound propagation experiments.
Observations and waveform comparisons. Figure 42

shows typical summer surface microphone record-
yond a few tens of meters. This enhancement of the ings (solid line) for the series of pistol shots at ranges
lower frequencies is the result of integrating over the from 40 to 274 m. These shots were recorded during
image source magnitude shown in Figure 40b, with a 75-minute period by moving the source farther
the dominant frequencies of the waveformns at 100 away from the receivers in an eastward direction. I
and 1000 m corresponding to the peak image source ran a number of sample calculations using the single-
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Figure 42. Comparison of normalized wave- Figure 43. Comparison of normalized wave-
forms for pulse propagation over grassland forms for pulse propagation over snow for
for ranges from 40 to 274 m. The solid lines are ranges from 40 to 274 m. The solid lines are the
the waveforms recorded by svrface microphones, waveforms recorded by surface microphones, and
and the observed peak amplitudes were 12, 9.1, the observed peak amplitudes were 5.1,0.91, 0.60
4.6 and 2.0 Pa, respectively, from bottom to top. and 0. 17 Pa, respectively,from bottom to top. The
The dashed lines are waveforms calculated using long-dashed lines above the solid lines are wave-
the Delaney and Bazley (1970) model with a = forms calculated using Attenborough's (1985)
200 kN s m4. For the calculated waveforms, the model for a layered ground. The first layer was
source pulse shown in Figure 39 was used, and 0.15 m thick and had parameter values of a = 20
the spectrum is limited to 500 Hz. kN s m-4, 2 = 0.7, s 0.8 and n' = 0.5. The

underlying material had values of ca = 366 kN
s m-4, .0 = 0.269, sf = 0.725 and n' = 0.5. The
short-dashed lines are waveforms calc,.ated us-
ing the Delaney and Bazley (1970) model for two
layers with a = 20 and 366 kN s m-4 and a layer
thickness of 0.15 m. For the calculated wave-
forms, the source pulse shown in Figure 39 was
used, and the spectrum is limited to 500 Hz.

parameter model in a trial and error forward model- high-frequency pulse shapes near the beginning of
ing process, and found that a value of a = 200 ± 50 the waveforms in Figure 43 are ascribable to reflec-
kN s m-4 gave good agreement with the observed tions from within the snowpack.
pulse waveforms. The calculated waveforms are Modeling of these waveforms was unsuccessful
shown as dashed lines in Figure 42. without the addition of a hard layer beneath the snow.

Typical waveforms observed in the winter by mi- In fact, the best match with an unlayered ground was
crophones at the snow surface are shown as solid achieved by the waveforms shown in Figure 41.
lines in Figure 43. These recordings were made at the Nicolas et al. (1985) found that they required a lay-
same locations as the summer measurements and ered ground to fit their measurements of excess at-
were obtained over a 130-minute period. The wave- tenuation over snow at much shorter ranges and at
forms are markedly different from those observed in higher frequencies. I also achieved much better re-
the summer, but show some of the same properties sults when the ground was modeled as a layer over a
of the waveforms calculated with a = 10 kN s m-4 half space.
that were displayed in Figure 41: the high-frequency The short-dashed line in Figure 43 shows the best
portion of the pulse is severely attenuated, and the waveform match achieved using the single-parameter
lower frequencies become increasingly dominant as model with a hard subsurface layer. The upper and
the propagation range increases. The complicated lower effective flow resistivities were 20 and 366 kN
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10o the three models can be used to determine wave-
10- - forms that agree satisfactorily with the observed

changes.
10-5

Amplitude decay rate comparisons. Along with
o10-6 waveform comparisons, the observed pulse am-

plitude decay as a function of propagation dis-
tance can also be compared with the calculated
"values. The most direct way of comparing the de-

S70-8 cay rates is to use the microphone observations;
however, as mentioned before, many of the am-1 1-0 plitudes on the microphone recordings, especially

10-10 at the shorter propagation ranges and in the sum-
mer, exceeded the dynamic range of the micro-

10-:1phones and were thus unreliable. The geophones
0- 2o-, do not have the same problems and the larger

0 400 800 number used provides a better estimate of the
Frequency. Hz amplitude decay. The geophones respond to the

direct air pulse that propagates in the atmosphere
Figure 44. Power spectral density (PSD) as a function of and is locally coupled into the ground. I used my
frequency for a surface microphone (top) and a surface estimated source amplitude of 2 kPa at 1 m and
vertical component geophone (bottom) in the summer. The the measured (Albert and Orcutt 1989) acoustic-
source was a blank pistol shot I m above the ground and 196 m to-seismic coupling ratio of 6 x 10- m s-1 Pa-1

away from the sensors. (the ratios were nearly the same for grassland and
snow) to convert the calculated pressure ampli-

tudes to particle velocity for comparison with the geo-
s m, respectively, and the layer thickness was 0.15 phone measurements.
m. The surface effective flow resistivity was deter- Figure 44 shows that the frequency response
mined by matching the decay of the high-frequency curves for a microphone and a geophone at the
pulses and the layer thickness by matching the elon- ground surface are very similar. These curves were
gation of the waveform. Estimated errors are 10 kN obtained using a pistol shot 196 m away where the
s m-4 for the effective flow resistivity and 0.05 m for microphone responds without clipping; the record-
the layer thickness. Slightly better results were ing was made in the summer. The microphone and
achieved using the four-parameter model with the geophone curves have about the same bandwidth.
same effective flow resistivities (the long-dashed lines The dip caused by a 60-Hz notch filter used during
in Figure 43). The assumed porosities and pore shape the recording is visible in the microphone curve, as
factor ratios were 0 = 0.7 and sf = 0.8 for the snow, well as two noise peaks at about 420 and 540 Hz. The
and 0 = 0.269 and sf = 0.725 for the hard, underlying notch filter dip is also visible in the geophone re-
soil (Attenborough 1985, Attenborough and Buser sponse curve, and the low-frequency portion of the
1988). The overall elongated shape of the waveform curve (below 200 Hz) is much less smooth than for
and its relative amplitude in comparison to the higher the microphone. Some of the roughness in the geo-
frequency pulses match the observed data slightly phone spectrum is probably caused by the subsur-
better than the results using the single-parameter face layering (Sabatier et al. 1986a). The pulse ampli-
model. For both models, the snow layer thickness of tudes are controlled by the integral over these re-
0.15 m was less than the thickness of 0.25 m directly sponse curves and will not be greatly affected by these
beneath the microphone, but close to the average differences.
thickness of 0.19 m along the propagation path. Cal- Comparisons of observed and calculated pulse
culated waveforms using the low-frequency approxi- amplitudes as a function of propagation distance are
mation (eq 20 and 21) were identical to the wave- presented in Figure 45, where the symbols are ob-
forms for the four-parameter model and have been served measurements and the lines are calculated
omitted from the plot. decay rates. The lines labeled hard soil and grass were

The data presented here have shown that propa- calculated using the single-parameter model (Delaney
gation over an absorptive ground like snow can and Bazley 1970), with effective flow resistivity val-
greatly modify pulse waveforms by attenuating the ues of 1820 and 200 kN s m-4 respectively (Atten-
higher frequencies. My calculations show that any of borough 1985, Chessell 1977, Embleton et al. 1983).
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a. Over grassland. Triangles denote amplitudes measured using receivers on the surface; squares are amplitudes measured
using microphones 0.5 m high.
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b. Over snow. Triangles denote amplitudes measured using receivers at the snow surface; squares are amplitudes from
microphones 0.5 m above the snow.

Figure 45. Plot offirst arrival amplitude vs distance from the source for pulse propagation. (Right) Peak amplitudes from
microphones; (left) peak amplitudes from vertical component geophones. The lines are amplitudes calculated using the Delaney and
Bazley (1970) model with effectiveflow resistivities of 1820 (hard soil) and 200 kN s m (grass). The line for snow was calculated using
Attenborough's (1985) model and the parameters listed in the caption for Figure 43. The flat trend in the microphone amplitudes at the
shorter ranges is the result of exceeding the dynamic range of the microphones (see text).
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The line labeled snow was calculated using the four- has. The sound of the pistol shots was noticeably
parameter model (Attenborough 1985) that used the muffled to our ears during the winter experiments,
parameter values given in the caption to Figure 43. and such quieting of sound levels is commonly oh-
At this lower effective flow resistivity, care was taken served when a snow layer is present. Since we have
to use the amplitude of the high-frequency pulse, not confirmed that both models can correctly account for
the low-frequency portion of the waveforms, as this these effects, they can be used with confidence in
is how the observed data are plotted, predicting acoustic pulse propagation over different

Figure 45a shows the observed amplitudes in the ground conditions.
summer, when 92 measurements were made with
microphones, and 320 with vertical component geo-
phones. The plot shows that the microphone data MODELING OF ACOUSTICALLY
are clipped until the propagation range exceeds 100 INDUCED GROUND MOTION
m; then the amplitudes match those calculated for
grass quite well. The geophone observations are A computer model of the process of coupling of
slightly lower than those calculated for grass, but de- acoustic waves into the Earth was developed that
cay at about the same rate. Considering all of the allows synthetic seismograms to be calculated for a
assumptions used to make these comparisons, the set of assumed geological parameters, using a tech-
agreement is acceptable. nique known as wavenumber integration. The result-

Figure 45b compares the observed amplitudes in ant synthetic seismograms include the body waves
the winter with the calculated amplitudes. Only a and the surface waves that are observed experimen-
few of the 56 microphone amplitudes, those for ranges tally. Representative synthetic seismograms show that
less than 40 m, may be clipped. The observations the physical properties of the upper few meters of
agree with the absolute amplitudes and with the de- the Earth control the waveform's appearance. The
cay rate calculated for snow. For the geophones, the method of calculating synthetic seismograms is dis-
agreement between the 126 observations and the cal- cussed in the next subsection, followed by example
culated values is also very good. calculations and comparisons with experimental data.

Summary Computation of
Calculations have been used to investigate the ef- induced ground motion

fects of ground absorption on waveforms and ampli- The wavenumber integration method (Apsel 1979,
tude decay for acoustic pulses. Hard grounds with Kennett 1983) has been adapted to allow the ground
high effective flow resistivities (-32,000 kN s m4) motion produced by sources in the atmosphere to be
are good reflectors and absorb very little energy; con- calculated numerically from the (assumed known)
sequently, in the absence of air absorption there is velocities and densities of the air and soil layers. Such
little change in the predicted waveforms for ranges a calculation is a solution to the forward problem. The
up to 3 km. As the effective flow resistivity decreases inverse problem is the computation of the physical
(-200 kN s m 4 ), absorption by the ground increases, parameters, i.e., the seismic velocities and densities
and the pulse amplitudes decay faster as a function as a function of depth, directly from the observed
of range. At still lower effective flow resistivities (10- seismograms, a procedure that is tractable only in a
20 kN s m-4 ), increased absorption and a change in few very simple cases. In this section, synthetic seis-
the image source magnitude cause marked changes mograms are computed for a model of the Earth corn-
in waveforms, with the low frequencies dominating. posed of plane, horizontal and viscoelastic layers (Fig.
A layered ground must then be used to correctly 46), but with an atmospheric half space at the top of
model the waveforms. Satisfactory agreement can be the model replacing the free surface boundary con-
obtained between observed and calculated acoustic dition normally used in seismic computations.
pulse waveforms and peak amplitude decay rates Sources and receivers can be placed at any depth or
for two quite different ground surfaces, grassland and range within the model layers.
snow. The Delaney and Bazley (1970) model and The advantages of the wavenumber integration
Attenborough's (1985) model, and its low-frequency method are that 1) it produces complete seismograms,
approximation, all give good agreement with obser- including all body waves, surface waves, interface
vations. waves, multiple reflections, refractions and intercon-

The measurements, along with the calculated versions; 2) it includes the effect of material attenua-
waveforms and amplitude decay rates, illustrate the tion (i.e., viscoelastic layers rather than the perfectly
silencing effect that a strongly absorbing snow layer elastic layers required in many other methods); and
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* 'Hal tween solid media and that cavitation does not occurS Fluid

R-e0 n als Space in fluid media. With these assumptions, the bound-
ary conditions are:

z_ I, 1. Displacement components are continuous
across solid/solid interfaces:

,N Solid

Layers k = +I
u. = i=r,,z.

z_ 1 2. The normal displacement component is con-
Solid tinuous across the fluid/solid interface:

Hall Space

UzI = U2.

Figure 46. Model of the Earth used for the synthetic
seismogram calculations. A half space of air containing 3. Stress components are continuous across
an explosion source is underlain by 0 to N horizontal solid/solid interfaces: ~zi = Ozi+1
viscoelastic solid layers and a viscoelastic solid half space. 4. The normal component of stress is continu-
Displacements are calculated for receivers on the air/solid ous and the tangential components are zero
interface, across the fluid/solid interface:

_pl = 02zz' 0 =Or,0 =O03) it is numerically stable at all frequencies and

wavenumbers. The main disadvantages of the In addition, a radiation condition is imposed to en-
method are that 1) it is limited to plane, horizontal sure that there are no up-going waves below any
layers rather than the more complicated geometry sources in the lower half space. These boundary con-
often encountered in the real Earth, and 2) it is an ditions are standard for elastic materials, but they
expensive code to run because of the completeness ignore any pores in the solids, an assumption that is
and complexity of the calculations. not justified when snow is present and leads to poor

The procedure for obtaining synthetic seismo- performance of the model in this case, as will be
grams starts with the linear wave equation, expressed shown below.
in the cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0, z). By ap- At the surface, the usual boundary condition in
plying a temporal and two spatial transforms, this seismology is that of a free surface, i.e., that the stress
partial differential equation is converted into a set of is zero there. To allow for sources in the atmosphere,
coupled ordinary differential equations of the form the free surface has been replaced with a fluid/solid
(Kennett 1983) interface with the above boundary conditions and a

radiation condition that there are no down-going
dz B (k, t, z, co) = waves above any sources in the air. Although this is

a simple change conceptually, the modifications
wA (k,z) x B,(k,Iz,o)+C(k,Lz, o') (28) needed to the code were quite lengthy and tedious.Z To solve for the ground motion produced by a

Here, k is the stress-displacement vector, A a matrix source, generalized reflection and transmission coef-
of material properties, and C a vector c6-ntaining ficients are determined by recursive application of
source terms. The transformed variables are the the boundary conditions for all of the interfaces in
wavenumber k, angular order t and frequency e). The the model. These coefficients are used to determine
displacement is represented as a sum of orthogonal the plane wave response of the model for all frequen-
vector cylindrical harmonics (see Kennett 1983, p. 35). cies and wavenumbers of interest. Application of the
The solutions to these coupled ordinary differential inverse transforms then recovers the time-domain
equations are determined in the transformed domain displacement, u
by applying the relevant boundary and radiation con-
ditions. i_ )

Let uik represent the i'h component of displace- u (r, 0, z, t) =de-ilt

ment in the kth layer, and represent the components 2it
of the stress tensor by ok, the jh component of the
traction acting across a plane normal to the ith direc- f
tion in the kt layer. Then, to derive the boundary-- dk, (C' R' + C' S' + C' Tk') (29)
conditions, it is assumed that no slip is allowed be-
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where R, S and T are the vector cylindrical harmon- an explosion I m above the air/ground interface were
ics (dependent only on r and 4,), and C1, C2 and C3  calculated at 10 ranges between 20 and 200 m. After
are the coefficients of these harmonics determined the wavenumber integration, a cosine squared +. oer
by the recursive process (dependent only upon I and was applied to the high frequencies to avoid alibing
z). For simple sources such as explosions or point effects before transforming back to the time domain.
forces, the sum over angular order I is usually re- The frequency spacing Af was determined by con-
duced to one or two terms. The integral over k is vergence tests. Then, the number of frequencies N
done first (thus the name, wavenumber integration) was selected so that the time duration T = 1 /(N Af)
using a numerical method developed by Apsel (1979), of the seismograms was long enough to include all
and the integral over (o is then carried out using the of the wave arrivals at the longest propagation range
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. The com- and avoid "wrap-around" problems.
puter program itself consists of about 6000 lines of
Fortran code. Half space models

The simplest calculations are for models consist-
Synthetic seismograms for ing of two half spaces, with air above and an elastic
simple Earth models solid below. Three arrivals are expected at a receiver

By use of the above method, synthetic seismo- on the surface: a direct wave (traveling through the
grams have been calculated for a series of assumed air; this arrival is referred to as the air wave), a
input parameters, or models, of the Earth's structure. compressional (P) wave, and a shear (S) wave; these
The physical properties of the model layers are given last two waves travel mostly in the solid after trans-
in Tables 9 through 11. mission from the air directly below the source. A

For each layer in the model, the thickness, den- Rayleigh wave is also expected, but is nearly indis-
sity, P- and S-wave velocities, and attenuation were tinguishable from the S wave in the examples pre-
specified. The attenuation for both the P and S waves sented below.
was given in terms of the dimensionless quality fac- The first model synthetics to be presented are for
tor Q that is commonly used in seismology. Q can be a "hard" surface, where both the P- and S-wave ve-
defined (for Q >> 1) by the equation Q = (lfl/cV), locitiesin the solid arehigher than the speed of sound
wheref is the frequency, V is the wave velocity, and in air; this case is denoted by Vp > Vs > c (half space
a is the spatial attenuation coefficient given (for plane model 1 in Table 9). This situation corresponds to
waves) by A(x) = A0 eC (Aki and Richards 1980, materials like frozen soil, caliche or concrete. The syn-
Johnson and Toksoz 1981). From these definitions, a thetic seismograms, calculated for 512 frequencies
constant value of Q implies that a is a linear function with Af = 1 Hz and a cosine squared taper from 256
of frequency. As the attenuation increases, o increases to 512 Hz, are shown in Figure 47. Two waves are
but Q decreases. visible in these normalized plots: the first and largest

For each input model, the vertical and horizontal arrival at each location is the shear-Rayleigh wave
displacements at the ground surface resulting from and it is followed by the air wave, which is 25% as

Table 9. Physical properties of the half space models.

Vy(Prn Vs ) ThicknessLyr (s-) (ms5-1) (Mg M-3) Wm QP Q,

Half space model I

1 340 0 0.001225 0W 1x10 4

2 800 400 1.8 oM 750 300

Half space model 2

1 340 0 0.001225 00 1x104

2 400 160 1.8 09 750 300

Half space model 3

1 340 0 0.001225 1x10 4

2 200 60 1.8 oo 750 300
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Figure 47. Synthetic seismograms for air over a solid haIf space with VP > VS > c. Displacements at the air/ground interface
are shown between 20 and 200 mfrom an explosion source 1 m high in the air. Each individual trace is normalized to have the same
maximum displacement as all of the others. Table 9 gives the material parameters of this model, halIf space model 1. The largest
amplitude arrival is a shear-Rayleigh wave, and it is followed by the air wave.

Table 10. Physical properties of the single layered models.

VP V, P Thickness
Layer (m s-1) (mn S-1) (Mg M-3) (in) QP Q5

Single layered model 1

1 340 0 0.001225 00 1X10
4

2 400 160 1.8 1.0 75 30
3 1700 360 1.8 00 750 300

Single layered model 2

1 340 0 0.001225 oo 1X104

2 200 60 1.8 1.0 75 30
3 1700 360 1.8 00 750 300
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Figure 48. Same seismograms as in Figure 47, plotted at a constant (and large) gain. The shear-Rayleigh wave and the air
wave are both clipped, and an earlier arriving P wave is visible on some of the traces close to the source.

large. Only with a tremendous increase in the gain of wave. A P wave does arrive shortly after the air wave,
the plot (Fig. 48) does the P wave become visible as but is too small to be visible on these plots.
the earliest arrival, and it still dies out before reach-
ing the receiver at 200 m. Effect of viscoelastic attenuation in the ground

The next calculation is for the caseV > c> Vs (half The above calculations were done with nominal
space model 2 in Table 9), a situation tQat occurs for material attenuation (Qp = 750, Q, = 300, typical val-
some "hard" soils (Fig. 49). Because of the lower S- ues for crustal rocks) so that all of the wave arrivals
wave velocity, the time window had to be increased, could be seen. The calculations were repeated with
so for these calculations N = 1024. The air wave is other attenuation values, and the effect of increasing
now the largest arrival (Fig. 49), followed by the the attenuation for the case VP > Vs > c (velocity pa-
smaller S wave, and preceded by the very small P rameters the same as half space model 1 of Table 9)
wave. In Figure 50, seismograms for the "soft" soil can be seen in Figure 51. As the attenuation increases
case c > V > Vs (half space model 2 in Table 9) are (i.e., Q decreases from Q = 750, Q, = 300 to Qp = 75,
plotted. These calculations required 2048 frequency Q, = 30), the air wave becomes the largest arrival
points, and the S wave appears only on the first few (about seven times larger than the S wave at 100 m
traces because of the time scale used on the plot. Again distance); the S-wave amplitude decreases markedly
the air wave is the largest arrival, followed by the S (by about a factor of 35 at 100 m), and the P-wave
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Figure 49. Displacementsjur half space model 2, consisting of air over a solid half space with VP > c > Vs (Table 9). Same

gain asfor Figure 48. A small P wave is barely visible on some close traces as the first arrival. The large air wave is next,followed
by the slower shear-Rayleigh wave.

amplitude decreases by about a factor of 2. With a dispersed surface waves now appear as a result of
further increase in attenuation by decreasing Qp to the additional interface. To investigate the effect of
7.5 and Qs to 3 (an extremely lossy material), the P this layer, calculations were done for a series of mod-
wave shows an additional factor of 2 decrease and els with a half space of air above a finite-thickness
the S wave disappears. It is important to note that soil layer, which is underlain by a soil half space. The
the air wave amplitude decreases only slightly as the input parameters for these models are listed in Table
attenuation parameters of the elastic solid increase. 10.
The same attenuation effects occur for the other mod- For all of the single layered models, the substrate
els. material has P- and S-wave velocities of 1700 and

360 m s-1, respectively, with Qp = 75 and Q, = 30.
Single layered models These velocities are typical of the water table, where

Although there a few locations where half space the soil becomes saturated. (Note that the usual cal-
models may be appropriate, most grounds consist of culation of Poisson's ratio from these velocities would
layered soils. Introducing even a single layer in the be erroneous, since the saturated soil is a porous ma-
model increases the complexity of the ground re- terial, and the P-wave velocity is greatly increased
sponse since the additional boundary allows upward by the presence of water in the soil's pores.) Again,
traveling waves to exist: reflections, multiples and the calculations were done for a bandwidth of 512
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Figure 50. Displacements calculated for half space model 3, consisting of air over a solid half space with c > Vp > Vs. See
Table 9for material parameters. Same gain as for Figure 48. The large, clipped first arrival is the air wave. A slow shear-Rayleigh
wave is visible on the first two traces; it arrives too late to be seen farther from the source. A small P wave is visible arriving after
the air wave only on the trace at 20 m range.

Hz, with a cosine-squared low pass filter applied from shows more structure than for the half space model.
256 to 512 Hz. For these models, 2048 frequencies at The first portion of the air wave is identical in shape
a spacing of Af = 0.25 Hz were required, with the half space model; this is the direct wave (the

Figure 52 shows the effect of adding a single, low- blast noise). Immediately following are reflections and
velocity layer on the computed ground motion at a multiple reflections from within the single layer. From
propagation distance of 100 m. The top traces are a the time interval between the multiples, these arriv-
repeat of the half space model 2 seismogram for the als are identified as shear waves traveling within the
"fast soil" velocities (400 and 160 m s-1 for the P and fast soil layer and compressional waves in the slow
S waves); these traces are followed by seismograms soil layer.
for a 1-m-thick layer with the "fast soil" and the "slow The response for the "fast soil" layer also includes
soil" (200 and 60 m s-1) velocities underlain by the a low-frequency wave train following the multiple
water table. The input parameters for these calcula- reflections. These arrivals have the general appear-
tions are listed as single layered models 1 and 2, re- ance and 90' phase difference between the horizon-
spectively, in Table 10. From Figure 52, the air wave tal and vertical components that characterizes them
is the largest arrival for all of the traces, as expected. as air-coupled Rayleigh waves with retrograde elip-
For the models with a layer, the air wave arrival tical particle motion. This dispersed wave train does
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Figure 51. Comparison of the effect of increasing attenuation in the solid. Displacements at a range of 100 m. Except for the
attenuation, the parameters for the three models are the same as for half space model 1 in Table 9 (VP > V, > c). Attenuation
parameters are Q = 750, Qs = 300 (top trace), 75 and 30 (center trace) and 7.5 and 3 (bottom trace). All of the traces are plotted
at the same gain revel.

not appear on the "slow soil" layered model, because To summarize, these comparisons show that the
the layer is effectively a half space at the computed introduction of a single layer into the Earth model
wavelengths, and Rayleigh waves are not dispersive causes a marked change in the waveforms of all of
on a half space. For example, the wavelengths of the the arrivals that can be explained by the existence of
shear wave at 100 Hz are 4 m for the "fast" soil model multiple reflections and refractions within the layer.
and 0.6 m for the "slow" soil model, so there are 0.25 A very early P wave refracted from the substrate ap-
and 1.7 vertical wavelengths in the 1-m-thick layer pears, followed by a lengthy leaky mode. In some
used in these calculations. cases, depending on the layer thickness and veloci-

Figures 52c and d, at high gain, show that the first ties, a low-frequency air-coupled Rayleigh wave also
arrivals for both layered models occur before 0.1 appears.
second, implying a group velocity greater than 1 km The effect of viscoelastic attenuation in the soil
s-1, and thus these early arrivals must have traveled layer is shown by the seismograms in Figure 53. For
at least some of the way as P waves in the subsurface these traces, the response of a 1-m-thick "slow soil"
water table. A long series of multiple reflected and layer with P- and S-wave velocities of 200 and 60 m
refracted waves are visible behind the first arrival. s-1 was calculated as Qp dropped from 75 to 30 to 7.5
This wave train is identified as a leaky mode or PL and Q, dropped from 30 to 10 to 3. As the attenua-
wave. tion increases, the duration of the multiples follow-
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T-, surface.
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Figure 52. Calculated response of models with a single soil layer over a half space to an explosion in the air, I m above
the ground surface. The top traces arefora half space with Vp > c > V, (same parameters asforhalfspace model 2 in Table 9 exceptthat Qp = 75, Q, = 30); the center traces are for single layered model I of Table 10, consisting of a 1-m-thick layer identical to the
top trace underlain with a half space having properties similar to a water table; and the bottom traces are for a i-m-thick layer with
C > VP > V. over a water table (single layered model 2 of Table 10).
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Figure 52 (cont'd).

Q" = 30. 10
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0. 0.', 0:2 0'3 0.' 0.5 a. Vertical displacement at the sur-
T- ,face plotted at a constant gain.
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0. 0 0. 0o2 o.'3 (..' 0.5 b. Horizontal displacement at the
Ti., surface.

Figure 53. Calculated effect of ground attenuation for a single layer over a half space, with c > VP > VS and a layer
thickness of I m. Top traces are for solid layer and half space Qp = 75, Q, = 30 (single layered model 2 in Table 10); center traces
are for Qp = 30, Q, = 10, and bottom traces for Qp = 7.5, Q, = 3.
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Figure 53 (cont'd). Calculated effect of ground attenuation for a single layer over a half space, with c > Vp > VS and a
layer thickness of 1 m. Top traces are for solid layer and half space Qp = 75, Q, = 30 (single layered model 2 in Table 10); center
traces are for Q = 30, Q, = 10, and bottom traces for Qp = 7.5, Q, = 3.
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Figure 54. Calculated effect of layer thickness on ground motion. M,)dels with parameters identical to single layered model
2 (Table 10) with c>V > V>, were used, except that Q,, = 30, Q5 = 10, and ihe layer thickness was varied. The layer thickness from
the top to the bottom traces was 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.25 m respectively.
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Figure 54 (cont'd).

ing the air wave decreases. The leaky mode arrivals the time interval between the multiple reflections af-
are also similarly affected. ter the air wave and after the first arrival in the leaky

Figure 54 shows the effect of layer thickness, for a mode, causing the apparent frequency of these wave
layer with Qp = 30, Q, = 10 and the same velocities as trains to increase. A dispersed air-coupled Rayleigh
for the previous figure (single layered model 2 in wave train is just starting to form as the layer thick-
Table 10). Decreasing the layer thickness decreases ness decreases to 0.5 m and is visible at 0.25 m; ap-
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Figure 55. Observed waveforms of surface particle velocity in the summer. Waveforms recorded by surface geophones from
a.45 caliber blank pistol shot I m high in the air. The sensors used to record the traces at 40,79, 118,... m were at horizontal location
0 m in Figure 4; traces at 19, 58, 97, ... m were at location 21 m. The source location was moved to different locations to the east
of the array to produce these traces.

parently, the layer has become thin enough to be dis- ground motion amplitudes were observed to be one
tinguished from a half space so dispersion is intro- or two orders of magnitude lower than amplitudes
duced. induced by the later-arriving air wave (Fig 36).

The examples of this subsection provide some in- The wave arrival types, travel times and relative
sight into the response of the Earth to an acoustic amplitudes observed in these experiments already
impulse. In the next subsection, experimental mea- agree qualitatively with the computed ground re-
surements are presented and compared with calcu- sponse for the single-layered models, and indicate
lated ground motions. that the computational procedure has the potential

to explain these observations.
Comparison with
experimental measurements Summer measurements

The field measurements conducted to investigate Figure 55 shows the vertical and horizontal par-
acoustic-to-seismic coupling showed that the stron- ticle velocity recordings (measured by surface geo-
gest coupling into the ground occurred as the air wave phones) obtained in the summer on grassland. Alter-
passed, although weaker compressional body waves nate traces on the recordings are from the same sen-
were also induced in the ground immediately under sor locations; the source was moved between shots
the source, and arrived first at the sensors. Body wave to collect data for the propagation ranges shown. The
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Figure 56. Observed waveforms of surface vertical particle velocity for the entire sensor array in the summer. The
geophones were spaced 3 m apart and were located as shown in Figure 4.

vertical component waveforms are fairly similar, but to a location 274 m from the farthest geophone. Corn-
the two sensor locations for the horizontal compo- paring Figures 56a and b shows that the waveforms
nent recordings show quite different waveforms, at each sensor location remain largely unchanged,
These differences are most likely caused by local soil even though the source has been moved a large dis-
variations at the two sensor locations and differences tance. I conclude from this comparison that the
in the emplacement of the geophones in the ground. ground motion waveform depends only slightly upon

The near-surface soil variations can be assessed the overall propagation, but is instead affected pri-
by examining Figure 56a. In this figure, all of the ver- marly by local conditions. This figure shows that it
tical component surface geophones used in the array is not realistic to expect to obtain more than a quali-
are plotted for a typical shot; the pistol was located tative match with the observed waveforms, in con-
118 m east of the farthest geophone. (The traces at trast to the close match that was obtained for the
118 and 97 m for this figure and for Figure 55a are acoustic data in the previous section.
identical). Figure 56 shows that the traces are all sirrd- Since the computations are for displacements, the
lar in terms of the frequency content, but the details particle velocity data of Figure 55 were integrated to
of the waveforms vary considerably in complexity convert them to displacements also and the results
and duration. Figure 56b shows the ground motion are shown Figure 57. The integration process in-
across the same array, with the sc arce position moved troduced a ,' ase shift in the waveforms and de-
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Figure 57. Observed waveforms of surface displacement in the summer, obtained by integrating the data in Figure 55.

Table 11. Input parameters used to calculate traces for comparison
with the summer observations (Fig. 58 and 59).

V P V, P Thickness
Layer (M S1  (M s. _(Mg m (i) Q. Q1

Trace I (same as single layered model 2)

1 340 0 0.01225 M IX10
4

2 200 60 1.8 1.0 75 30
3 1700 360 1.8 1 750 300

Trace 2 (same as trace I except:)

2 200) 60 1.8 1.0 30 10

Trace 3 (same as trace 2 except:)

2 200 60 1.8 0.5 30 10

Trace 4 (layered model 1)

1 340 0 0.01)1225 Ix 1.1(

2 200 M) 1.8 o5 'i ) 21)
3 4M1 160 1.8 1) 0 6h 21)
4 818 160 1.S 11) 61) 20)
5 1725 3W 18 20.0 60) 20)
6 46)30 29(0) 2.4 _It__ 7X)) 3)1)
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creased the signal-to-noise ratio. The dominant fre- horizontal location 0 m in Figure 21. The next two
quency of the oscillations within the waveforms was traces are for the same microphone and geophone,
also lowered slightly. Since integrating the experi- with the pistol shot 118 m away to the east. The dif-
mental data introduced too much noise, the synthet- ferent microphone waveforms and arrival times are
ics were differentiated instead to obtain calculated indicative of the effects of topography along the
particle velocity waveforms. This differentiation was propagation paths (see Fig. 21) and different atmo-
done by multiplying the calculated response by the spheric sound speed profiles, since the pistol shots
factor iko in the frequency domain before transform- were recorded on two different days.
ing to the time domain. This procedure was used on Under the four measured data traces in Figure 58
all of the comparisons below, are particle velocity traces calculated for series of as-

The forward modeling process in which I was at- sumed Earth models, whose parameters were based
tempting to match the observed summer waveforms on the seismic refraction experiments conducted at
and the computed waveforms is illustrated in Figure the site and discussed in the Site Characterization sec-
58a. The top four traces are measured data, and be- tion. These traces were calculated for an explosion
low these are five calculated traces. The top two traces source 1 m high and 120 m away. The input param-
are surface microphone and vertical component geo- eters used to calculate all of the traces in Figure 58
phone outputs, respectively, recorded for a pistol shot are listed in Table 11. The lowest trace (trace 1) in
118 m to the west of the sensors, and the sensors at Figure 58 was calculated for the single layered model

Mk. - ----

M, k. -W t _

2I

o.• ..,, .• o; o.. b.eHrticoal component wavefoms

V,. - E

Mk. - A _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

0.1 0 '.2 0.5 b.. Hoion.5omoetae

S , aVrclo oewforms.

Figure.58. Comparison of observed and calculated waveformswfor summer conditions. The propagation ranges vere 118

for the observed waveforms, 120 mfor the calculated ones. In both plots, the top four traces are the experimentally measured sound
pressures and particle velocities for sensors at horizontal location 0 m in Figure 21. For the first two traces, the pistol was fired from
a spot 118 m to the west of the sensors; the source was 118 m to the east of the sensors for the next two traces. Below thefour measured
traces are the calculated particle velocity waveforms. Table 11 gives the input parameters used in these calculations.
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Figure 59. Comparison of observed and calculated waveforms for summer conditions. In both plots, the top four traces are
the experimentally measured sound pressures and particle velocities,for sensors at horizontal location 21 m in Figure 4. For the
first two traces, the pistol was fired from a spot 139 m to the west of the sensors; the source was 136 m to the east of the sensors
for the next two traces. Below the four measured traces are the calculated particle velocity waveforms for an explosion 1 m high
in the air and a propagation range of 140 m. Table 11 gives the input parameters used in these calcula,;ons.

2 of Table 10. Since this calculated waveform's dura- This last calculated waveform shows general
tion was longer than the observed waveform, the sec- agreement with the observed data in shape and du-
ond trace was calculated for the same model, but ration. Its oscillatory frequency is slightly too low on
with the attenuation increased to Qp = 30, Q, = 10. the vertical component and slightly too high on the
The duration of this waveform was closer to that of horizontal. There is also a pulse appearing about 50
the observed trace, but the reflection from the bot- ms after the air wave that does not appear in the
tom of the soil layer occurred too late, so the follow- experimental data.
ing trace (trace 3) used the same attenuation param- Figure 59 shows the same forward modeling pro-
eters with the soil layer thickness reduced from I to cess for a propagation range of 140 m. The data traces
0.5 m. The calculated vertical component waveform in this figure correspond to the other sensor location
for this model is in good agreement with the wave- of Figure 55 (horizontal location 21 m in Fig. 21). The
form on the observed trace with the pistol shot to the top two traces are for a propagation distance of 139
east, but its horizontal component waveform's oscil- m from the west, and the next two traces are for a
lations are too rapid and its duration too short. Fi- distance of 136 m from the east. Again, these traces
nally, trace 4 was calculated for the same surface layer were recorded on different days and show the ef-
with Q = 60, Q, = 20, but with two additional layers fects of topography and meteorological conditions.
beneath that were based on the refraction results. The same models as for Figure 58 were used to cal-
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culate the traces in Figure 59. Trace 4 again shows culated models of Table 11. The calculated waveforms
general agreement with the observed data, but is have been normalized so that their peak amplitudes
slightly too high in frequency in comparison with at a range of 20 m are equal, and only the slopes of
the measured horizontal component data. Consider- these decay lines are meaningful. The figure shows
ing the variations in the observed data, this is proba- that there is little difference in the decay rates calcu-
bly about as close a match as should be attempted. lated for the models, and that the rates agree with

Figure 60 shows the vertical component ampli- the observed data.
tude decay rates for the measured data and the cal-

Winter measurements
Figure 61 shows the vertical and horizontal com-

ponents of particle velocity measured by geophones
at the surface of the snow cover during the winter

1 A experiments. The waveforms are quite different from
those recorded in the summer (Fig. 55), and there are

E. considerable differences between the two sensor lo-
cations (horizontal location 0 and 24 m in Fig. 4) used
to construct Figure 61a; local variations are once again
suggested as causing these variations.

Since questions are occasionally raised about the
accuracy of geophones emplaced in such a low-den-
sity, low-strength material as snow, Figure 62 com-

0- . . .pares collocated vertical component geophone pairs
too lot 2  

03 across the entire array for a typical pistol shot. At the
Range, M five locations, the top trace in the figure is from a

Figure 60. Peak amplitude decay as a geophone mounted with a spike in the ground be-

function of range measured in the sum- neath the snow, while the lower trace is a geophone

merandcalculatedforthemodelsin Table at the surface of the snow. The figure dearly demon-

11. Triangles denote amplitudes measured strates that, although the waveforms vary markedly

from vertical component surface geophones; across the short array, those at each location have
lines are amplitudes predicted by the calcula- nearly identical waveforms. The main difference be-
tions. The predicted amplitudes have been tween the two geophone signals at each location is
normalized to the same (arbitrary) value at that the high frequency oscillation at the beginning
the 20-m range. of the waveform is damped considerably in the
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Figure 61. Observed surface particle velocity waveforms in the winter recorded by surface geophones from a .45 caliber
blank pistol shot I m high in the air. The sensors used to record the traces at 40, 79, 118, ... m were at horizontal location 0 m
in Figure 4; traces at 16,55, 94, ... m were at location 24 m. The source location was moved to different locations to the east of the
array to produce these traces. There was no horizontal component geophone at the 24-m location.
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Figure 61 (cont'd). Observed surface particle velocity waveforms in the winter recorded by surface geophonesfrom a .45
caliber blank pistol shot I m high in the air. The sensors used to record the traces at 40,79,118,... m were at horizontal location
0 m in Figure 4; traces at 16, 55, 94, ... m were at location 24 m. The source location was moved to different locations to the east
of the array to produce these traces. There was no horizontal component geophone at the 24-m location.

ground surface geophones; this behavior is consis- most likely an air-coupled PL wave rather than an
tent with the interpretation of the high-frequency air-coupled Rayleigh wave.) Although the calculated
pulse as an air wave that is strongly attenuated as it and observed wave arrival types are the same, the
travels downward through the pores of the snow calculated waveforms are quite different from those
cover to the ground geophone (see next section). The on the measured traces. The impulsive arrival is too
remarkable agreement between the
waveforms indicates that the geophones
at the snow surface are accurately mea- Table 12. Input parameters used to calculate traces for comparison with
suring the motion induced in the snow the winter observations (Fig. 63).

by the pistol shot. V5  Thickness
A forward modeling procedure smu- Layer (m s-1) (m s-1) (Mg m- 3) (M) Qp Qs

lar to, but more extensive than, the pro- Trace 1 (same as single layered model 2)

cedure used in Figure 58 was employed
in an attempt to match the waveforms 1 326 0 0.001225 1x10 4

recorded in the winter; Figure 63 shows 2 100 40 0.25 0.2 7.5 3

some examples. In this figure, the top 3 800 460 1.9 W 750 300

four traces are the observed waveforms, Trace 2 (same as trace I except:)

and the following traces are calculated 2 30 17 0.25 0.2 7.5 3
particle velocity waveforms. The pa-
rameters used to calculate these wave- Trace 3 (same as Trace 2 except:)

forms are listed in Table 12. 3 3800 2000 1.0 75 30

The first trace in Figure 58 was cal-
culated for a single snow layer 0.2 m Trace 4 (same as trace 3 except:)

thick, with P- and S-wave speeds of 100 3 200 60 1.8 0.4 60 20
and 40 m s-1 , respectively, underlain by 4 340 160 1.8 - 60 20

a hard soil with P- and S-wave speeds Trace 5 (layered model 2)
of 800 and 460 m s-l. The trace shows
an early body wave arrival followed by 1 326 0 0.001225 00 Ix10 4

an air wave, whose initial waveform is 2 30 17 0.25 0.2 7.5 3
3 200 60 1.8 0.4 60 20impulsive and followed by a dispersed, 4 400 160 .8 1.5 6A) 20

air-coupled wave train of low ampli- 5 8o W) 1.8 2.1 60 20
tude. (Because of the wave velocities 6 1725 360 1.8 20.0 60 20
used in the model, this wave train is 7 4630 -- 2900 2,4 oo 700 300
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SVFigure 62. Observed snow surface
115 •and ground surface (beneath the

• 106 snow) vertical particle velocity
106- 1 waveforms for the entire sensor

array in the winter. At each loca-
I tion, the top trace is the ground sur-

face geophone; under it is the snow
surface geophone. The pistol was fired
fom a location 118 m to the east of the

farthest geophones; the geophones
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.. o.: 0.7 o:e 0.9 1.0 were at horizontal locations 0, 3, 12,

T-. C,- 24 and 30 m in Figure 21.
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Figure 63. Comparison of observed and calculated waveforms for winter conditions. The propagation range was 118 mfor
the observed waveforms and 120 m for the calculated ones. In both plots, the top traces are the experimentally measured sound
pressures and particle velocities for sensors at horizontal location 0 m in Figure 21. For the first two traces, the pistol was fired from
a spot 118 m to the west of the sensors; the source was 118 m to the east of the sensors for the next two traces. Below the four measured
traces are the calculated particle velocity waveforms. Table 12 gives the input parameters used in these calculations
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Figure 64. Comparison of observed winter condition waveforms with waveforms calculated using various nonlinear
attenuation mechnisms. The propagation range was 118 mfor the observed waveforms, 120 mfor the calculated ones. The top
four traces are the same experimentally measured sound pressures and particle velocities as in Figure 63. Below the four measured
traces are the calculated particle velocity waveforms. Traces I and 2 were calculated with Qp and Q, proportional to f-2 in the snow
and air respectively. Traces 3 and 4 are low pass filtered versions of traces 3 and 5 in Figure 63. Table 13 gives a detailed description
of how these traces were calculated.

Table 13. Input parameters and nonlinear attenuation mechanisms used to calculate
traces for comparison with the winter observations (Fig. 64).

Trace 1-Same material parameters as for trace I in Table 12, except that the attenuation in layer
2 is given by

QP = QpO (10/l, Q,= QW0(l10/,2

for frequencies f greater than 10 Hz. QP0 and Qo are the starting values of 7.5 and 3
respectively.

Trace 2-Same as trace I except that the attenuation of layer I (the air layer) was varied.

Trace 3-Same as trace 3 of Table 12, except that the response was low-pass filtered with a cosine-
squared taper between 50 and 100 Hz before transforming to the time domain.

Trace 4-Same as trace 5 of Table 12, except that the response was low-pass filtered with a cosine-
squared taper between 50 and 100 Hz before transforming to the time domain.
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large compared with the air-coupled wave train, and using the same models as traces 3 and 5 of the previ-
the dominant frequency of this wave train is too high. ous figure, except that a low-pass cosine-squared
A number of adjustments were made to the input shaped filter limiting the frequency content to 100
parameters, and the calculations were repeated to try Hz was applied to the calculated response before
to improve the match. transforming to the time domain. These low-pass fil-

For the second calculated trace in Figure 63, the tered traces are approaching the observed waveforms'
snow layer's P- and S-wave velocities were lowered appearance, since they exhibit the correct dominant
to 30 and 17 m s-1 respectively-very low velocities, frequencies and air-coupled wave train durations. No
This change allows the multiple reflections within impulse appears at the beginning of the air wave ar-
the snow layer to be dearly distinguished on the ver- rival, however, since it has been eliminated by the
tical component trace. The horizontal component low pass filter.
trace does show a lower-frequency air-coupled wave None of the calculations presented in Figure 63
train, but its frequency is still far too high in compari- are physically plausible. The problem in matching
son with the observed waveform. For the next two the observed winter data is that the viscoelastic model
traces, the hard soil under the snow was replaced by does not allow enough energy to be absorbed from
an ice layer (trace 3) or by two unfrozen soil layers the acoustic wave by the snow cover, because the
(trace 4). These waveforms are nearly identical with effect of the pores in the snow has been ignored. The
the second trace. Finally, trace 5 was computed for a fluid/solid boundary conditions at the air/snow in-
model with six layers closely corresponding to the terface must be replaced with fluid/porous solid
velocities determined by the seismic refraction ex- boundary conditions. In the next section, the correct
periments. The vertical and horizontal component boundary conditions will be investigated for plane
traces remain identical with the previous traces. waves, and it will be shown that transmission of en-

By comparing the microphone waveforms in Fig- ergy into the pores is a major cause of the air wave
ure 63 with those in Figure 58, it is apparent that the attenuation.
snow layer has had a large effect on the air wave
itself, removing the high frequencies. This effect was Summary
successfully modeled in the previous section by treat- A method has been presented to calculate the
ing the snow as a rigid, porous material. It is appar- ground motion induced by impulsive acoustic
ent that the wavenumber integration method should sources. Synthetic seismograms have been calculated
predict similar acoustic waveforms as a prerequisite for a series of models in an effort to match the experi-
for successfully modeling the winter ground motion mentally observed waveforms. These calculations
data. show that the near-surface properties control the

To attenuate the high frequencies, waveforms were waveform properties. Variations in the observed
calculated for a number of additional models, but waveforms as the observation point changed pre-
the results were unsuccessful. Even very low Q val- cludes obtaining an exact match with a laterally ho-
ues for the snow and soil failed to produce enough mogeneous model, but the overall features have been
attenuation, so some nonlinear attenuation mecha- suitably matched for measurements conducted on
nisms were investigated. Figure 64 shows the results. grassland. However, when snow is present, the mod-
First, allowing the attenuation to increase more than eling method fails because no reasonable viscoelastic
linearly with frequency was investigated. Trace 1 in model could be found to produce enough attenua-
Figure 64 shows the results for a model identical to tion of the air wave to match the observed data. The
trace 1 of Figure 63, except that both Qp and Q, var- method failed because it ignores the presence of the
ied asf 2 above 10 Hz. The initial impulsive portion pores in the snow, which drastically change the
of the air wave has broadened only slightly, with the boundary conditions at the surface and allow energy
main change being the loss of the later arrivals, so it to be lost by transmission into the pores.
does not resemble the measured waveforms. Trace 2
was calculated (in desperation) by allowing the Q in
the air to vary asf 2 .This was done just to see if any REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF
viscoelastic mechanism could get the right frequen- PLANE WAVES ACROSS A
cies. This trace does show the correct frequencies, FLUID/POROUS-SOLID INTERFACE
but the character of the waveforms does not resemble
the observed ones. In addition, the body wave am- Although elastic or viscoelastic wave theory has
plitude is far too high relative to the air wave. proven to be very useful for many applications in

Next, traces 3 and 4 of Figure 63 were calculated seismology and acoustics, there are problems involv-
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ing porous materials where such treatment is not ap- eij= components of the strain tensor
propriate, and consideration must be given to both . = complex shear modulus of the skeletal
the fluid and solid phases of the material. Biot (1956a, frame
1956b, 1962) developed a theory of wave propaga- H and C = complex moduli
tion based upon a macroscopic averaging that allows e = V. u
calculations to be made for porous materials. = V• w

In Biot's theory, the porous material is treated as a u = volumetric strain of the solid
solid frame filled with a viscous fluid. By examining w = increment of fluid content
the coupling between the two phases and by averag- 64 = Kronecker delta.
ing over a volume containing many pores, Biot de-
rived constitutive equations governing this material. Comparing this stress-strain relation with that for an
(The volume average limits the theory to wavelengths isotropic elastic medium
that are much greater than the pore size, which is the
case considered here.) These constitutive equations oii= 2Wej + 4e81 i (31)
were used to examine small motions; solutions of the
resulting wave equations correspond to two compres- (where 4 is the Lame parameter) shows that the forms
sional waves and one shear wave propagating in the are similar, with additional complex moduli intro-
porous material. For all three of these waves the mo- duced to describe the effect of the fluid-filled pores.
tion of the fluid and solid phases are coupled. Stoll and Bryan (1970) give expressions for calculat-

This section examines the transmission of sound ing values of the new moduli H and C (and M, which
from air into an air-saturated porous medium in an appears below) from the bulk moduli of the solid
effort to determine why the modeling of snow as a and fluid components of the porous material and the
viscoelastic material in the previous section failed to frame bulk modulus (Kfr). The values of the solid
agree with the measured data. Biot's theory has been particle density p, and solid bulk modulus K, are
previously applied to problems in aeroacoustics and required, along with the fluid density pf, bulk modu-
acoustic-to-seismic coupling by a number of research- lus Kf and kinematic viscosity v. For the skeletal frame,
ers (Attenborough 1983, 1985, 1987, Attenborough the porosity Q, permeability ks, tortuosity q2, shear
and Richards 1989, Attenborough et al. 1986, Sabatier modulus G and Poisson's ratio n must also be given.
et al. 1986b). Biot's theory has also been applied to The bulk frame modulus Kf, is then estimated using
wave propagation in snow by Johnson (1982, 1985). the relation
Predictions for porous soils and for snow will also be
made here. Kfr = G2+ 2n 1.

Biot's theory is reviewed in this section. The equa- L31-2nj
tions of motion and plane wave solutions are derived,
and the relationship between the fluid and solid mo- Viscoelastic losses are incorporated into the theory
tions are investigated, along with the reflection and by specifying a value for the loss decrement 8, and
transmission of plane waves across a fluid/porous by replacing, e.g., the shear modulus by a complex
solid interface. This section presents results for soil modulus pi = G (1 + i8).
and snow, and a summary follows. Appendix D dis- Using the constitutive eq 30, Biot derived the
cusses various formulations used for viscosity losses, coupled equations of motion

Summary of Biot's theory "V2 =p2 2AVu+(H-p)Ve-CVý=ptu-pfatw (32)

Equations of motion 2 2

Letting u represent the displacement of the solid CVe - MVý =pf al u -mt w - F (X) t w (33)
frame, U the displacement of the fluid, Q1 the poros- k,
ity and w = D2 (u - U) the fluid displacement relative
to the frame, Biot (1962) derived the constitutive equa- where M = complex modulus
tions m = mass coefficient

p = average density
rii = 2,eii + [(H - 211) e - C ] 8ij (30) X = dimensionless parameter

F(k) = frequency-dependent correction to the
where rij = components of stress viscosity.
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There are three pore geometries for which F(X) has where i = pf v is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
been derived: slit-like pores, cylindrical pores and Next, by substituting in the plane wave potentials
pores of arbitrary shape. Since there is little differ- s = Ai exp[i(cot - k r ] and of = Bi exp[i(ot -k r 1, eq
ence in the correction factor for typical materials (see 36 and 37 reduce to
Appendix D), we use the slit-like pore correction fac-
tor for the calculations in this paper. F

If all of the pore fluid moved in phase with the H Jkl 2 - po)2  Pf) 2 -C Ik2
pressure gradient, the coefficient m in eq 33 would Ic lkI2 _ pfe)2  M,2 0 M Ik12
simply be pf/Q. However, because of the shape and
orientation of the pores, an additional force or dragr
is exerted on the fluid. This force is treated by an 0 = (38)
added mass coefficient C, or equivalently by the U [00
tortuosity of the pore structure q2. The coefficient is

where m' = m - imF(X)/(ksc0). This system of equa-

m = (I + C) f = q2 Pf tions has solutions when the determinant of the 2 x 2
matrix is zero. Writing out this determinant leads toa quadratic expression in k2 = Ik[2, which has two

where (1 + C) = q2 ranges from I to 3 (Stoll 1974) for solutions for the complex wavenumber k. This result

most materials. Attenborough (1983) has proposed shows that there are two propagating compressional

the relationship waves, with different propagation velocities, that are
termed the fast and slow compressional waves and

q2 denoted by P1 and P2 .Yamamoto (1983a, eq 10) gives
explicit expressions for these wave velocities. The ex-

where for most soils the grain shape factor n' is 0.5. pression for the wavenumbers is

By use of this relationship, porosities of 0.362 and 2 0)2

0.783 (those for soil and snow used as examples in kl, 2 = (C2 X
this report) lead to values of 1.66 and 1.13, respec- 2 - HM)
tiL ely, for the tortuosity. Yamamoto (1983a) and Stoll
and Kan (1981) both previously used a valueof 1.25 (-(m'H + pM - 2pfC) ± [(m'H - pM) 2 +
for marine sands.

Propagation of plane waves 4 (pH- m'C)(pfM- m'C)]1 I .
The solid and fluid displacements can be repre-

sented by scalar and vector potentials By explicitly writing the real and imaginary parts
of the complex wavenumber k = k ' + ik ", the expo-

u VO + V x W, (34) nential term e-ikrbecomes

w =V~f + V X Wf (35) e-ikr = e-ik'r ek'r .

with W = (0, V, 0). We first examine curl-free motion Substituting k = co/V, where V is the complex veloc-
by setting the W terms to zero, and then substitute ity, gives

these potentials into eq 32 and 33. This process leads
to the coupled wave equations e-ikr = e-i v'r/I 2 ecoV"r/i1' 2 .

2 2 2 2HV 2• - CV2(,f = P~ t s - Pf •t (36) Spatial attenuation is usually represented by a coeffi-
cient (x (with units m- 1) in a term of the form el so
we can identify

C V 2( - M V t20) = -k " =1 (a s a = -k"= 0)VTi•

- M att Of f (37) In this report, the calculated attenuations are given
k, in terms of the quality factor
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VP U =j1 B (45)Q=2V" u QA

Fluid/porous-solid interface
By setting the scalar potentials 4, to zero in eq 3 4  In this subsection, the interaction of a plane wave

and 35 and substituting into eq 32 and 33, the shear incident from a fluid onto a porous solid is investi-
wave equations are found to be gated. Following Stoll and Kan (1981), we introduce

2 2 2 wave potentials and write the boundary conditions
j2gV s = Pat's- Pf atN'f (39) in terms of them. In the fluid, we assume a down-

going pressure wave at an angle of 0 from the verti-
2 2 cal. The wavenumber in the fluid is kf = W/c, and the

(q/ks)F(x)at Wf pf~tNs-mat'f 4 vertical and horizontal wavenumbers arek = kfcos 6

and kx kf sin 0. The incideut and reflected wave
and substituting plane wave potentials for i• leads to potentials are

32p- gk3 .032 Pf "s' [01. (41) =Aiexp[i(ot

02 p P cor 1 2 M 1W Or = A r exp[i(( at + kz cos0 z - kxx)]

Setting the determinrnt of the matrix to zero leads to
a linear equation in k 3 , with a single solution while in the porous material, the potentials are

k 2 =U L I- 1-Ž -- - (42) 2s 
= A1  exp [i( tot-klzz k~x)]

pmJ + A2 exp [i(tot-k 2 zz -kxx)]

Displacements induced in the solid and fluid
phases of the porous medium are coupled into one Of = B1 exp [i (cot - klz -kx)]

another, i.e., a disturbance propagating in the solid
matrix induces a displacement in the pore fluid (even
for shear waves), and, similarly, a disturbance in the + B2 exp [i (cot - k2 zz - k×x)J
pore fluid induces one in the solid matrix. The rela-
tion between the motion in the solid and fluid phases W, = A3 exp [i (cot - k3zz - kxx)]
is related to the displacement potential ratios (Bi/A)
for the compressional and shear waves. These ratios
can be derived by substituting the plane wave po- if = B3 exp [i (cot - k3 zz - kxx)].
tentials into the wave equations (eq 36 and 39) and
leads to the expressions Here, the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 stand for the PI, P 2

and S waves with solid motion potential amplitudes
1-2 A, fluid motion potential amplitudes Bi and vertical

B, - HIki2 - P032  i = 1, 2 (43) wavenumbersk,.
A i -ki 2 p)2 The boundary conditions for the fluid/solid inter-

face are the continuity of normal fluid displacement,
awaves and normal traction, fluid pressure and tangential trac-

for the two compressional tion. These boundary conditions are written in ma-

trix form as

B3 _ pwo2 - p Ik 3 12  (44)
A 3  pf0 2  [kfCO6

-Pf t2

for the shear waves. By use of eq 43 and 44, the fluid A_ P
to solid displacement amplitude ratios can be calcu-
lated from the expression
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kf cos 0 kz (I - ) k2Z(1-A2) k1( _A3)

x A 1

A2LA3
_A3_

and are solved numerically using LINPACK subrou-
tines (Dongarra et al. 1979). 1 -+rKr)J

Application to air-filled materials: + (1 - a) Kfr
soil and snow Kf Kr 2

In this subsection the acoustic properties of po- Kr
rous soils and of snow predicted by Biot's theory will where Kr is the bulk modulus of the solid material
be examined, and the effects that the elastic frame and Kri the modulus of the s ol meriad
moduli, frame attenuation, tortuosity and permeabil- iy Kfr the modulus of the skeletal frame. The rigid-
ity have on these predicted properties will be investi- ity of the soid partiames (ice) is usually much greater
gated. These materials are of interest in determining than that of the frame, Kfr/Kr =0,5s
the ground absorption effect on acoustic propaga-
tion and for other applications in aeroacoustics. K, = Kfr + Kr Kf

Determining the Biot parameters Q K, +(I - Q)Kf

For most experiments in aeroacoustics, the only For snow, K air << Kie (i.e., Kf << Kr) so
available measurements of the ground properties are
the density, grain size distribution, compressional
wave velocity and sometimes the shear wave veloc- K= + Kf/2.
ity. The wave speeds and density can be used to pro-
vide the following porous material properties: (Note that the above equation is not valid as K ap-proaches zero, for then the equation becomes K5 =

2 Kr.) The frame modulus is estimated from the wave
shear modulus: g =p V3  speeds in the snow, so the bulk modulus is obtained

from

porosity: Q p - Ps K, = p V, + Kf/ ) - (4/3) pV3
Pf -Ps

Poisson'sratio: n = V/V3)2- 2] which is the same as

2[(V1/V3)2 1] Ks = + Zl 2n

Q ý 1-2ni'

The bulk modulus K, can be estimated using an
approximation (Yamamoto 1983a) to Gassmann's After these parameters are determined, one still needs
(1951) equation, which is (White 1983) to estimate the permeability ks, the frame loss decre-
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ment 5 and the tortuosity q2 before Biot's theory can As mentioned above, determining the permeabil-
be applied. ity of a soil or snow in situ is difficult. Unfortunately,

An estimate of the permeability k, can be obtained this parameter is the most important one needed to
in a number of ways, including previous measure- make predictions of the acoustic properties of the
ments on similar materials appearing in the litera- materials, and it also varies markedly for naturally
ture, published empirical relations between grain size occurring materials. For example, Turcotte and
and permeability, and from acoustic data taken in Schubert (1982) give a range of values varying by a
the field. Direct measurements of the permeability in factor of 100 for sand and gravel. Hunt (1984) lists
situ are most accurate, but are rarely used because of permeability values for a number of different types
the difficulty of making these measurements. Future of soils; most vary by a factor of 100, and some vary
work may improve this situation (Chacho and by as much as a factor of 105. The permeability was
Johnson 1987). estimated from the relation

Soil ks = r1 /A
Parameters for soil. Three different soils will be ex-

amined first, each distinguished by its P1- and S-wave where Ti = 1.8 x 10-5 kg m- 1 s-I is the dynamic viscos-
speeds relative to the speed of sound in air (taken to ity for air and Y is the flow resistivity at zero fre-
be 329 m s-1). The first two soils were from the Ver- quency. The effective flow resistivity is estimated from
mont site (Albert and Orcutt 1989). The measured acoustic experiments (Albert and Orcutt 1989) to be
P1- and S-wave velocities were 200 and 60 m s-1 for about 200 kN s m-, implying that ks = 1 x 10-1° M 2 .

soil 1 and 400 and 160 m sg1 for soil 2. Soil 3, with This value also falls within the range of 0.5 to 20 x
speeds of 800 and 400 m s-1, is also examined. (This 10-10 m 2 for glacial outwash deposits, and is typical
last soil would be an extremely hard one, and the of a medium-grained sand (Hunt 1984).
reader should note that these velocities are not realis- The loss factor for the soils is assumed to be 8 =

tic except, perhaps, for frozen ground, caliche, or ar- 0.02, and the tortuosity q2 is set to 1.25. The mea-
tificially compacted ground. This example is included sured parameters for these soils are given in Table
to allow investigation of a very high velocity surface 14, along with the calculated parameters used to
material.) Thus, the soils represent materials having model the soils as porous materials.
both frame wave velocities below the acoustic veloc- As discussed in Appendix D, there is little differ-
ity [c > v1 > v3], only the S-wave velocity below the ence between the predictions made using the three
acoustic velocity [v1 > c > v3] and both velocities above available viscosity correction terms, so F(Xs), the
the acoustic velocity [v1 > v3 > c]. Classical elasticity correction for slit-like pores, has been used in all of
theory would predict 0, 1 and 2 critical angles for the calculations.
acoustic waves reflecting from soils of these velocity Effect of frame velocities. Predicted acoustic proper-
structures. ties of these soils are shown in Figure 65. Figures

Table 14. Estimated and derived parameters.

a. For porous media.

vp Vs p Kfr 9 k

(m s- 1) (m s-1) (kg m) n 2 (Pa) (Pa) m2 q2

soil 1 200 60 1800 0.45 0.321 6.34x10 7  b.48xl06  ]xl0-10  0.02 1.25
soil 2 400 160 1800 0.40 0.321 2.27x108  4.61xl0 7  1x1o-10 0.02 1.25
soil 3 800 400 1800 0.33 0.321 7.68xl08  2.88x10 8  lxlO-1 0  0.02 1.25

snow 1 300 180 200 0.20 0.783 1.78x10 7  6.74x10 6  I0x10- 10  0.02 1.25
snow 2 160 90 85 0.20 0.910 1.78xl06 7.19x10 100l0o-10 0.02 1.25
snow 3 500 229 210 0.37 0.772 3.78x107 1.1xl07 2.7xl 0 l0 0.02 1.25
snow 4 100 40 200 0.40 0.783 1.46<106 3.20x 105 10xl0-11 0.02 1.25

b. For air.

pf Kf v

(kf m-3) (Pa) (M2 s-.)

1.2 1.3x10 5  1.45x10 5
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Figure 65. Acoustic properties predicted by the Biot theory for soils 1, 2 and 3 (see Table 14for the parameters
used to make these predictions). (1) Velocities normalized by the fluid velocity c = 329 m s-1, (2) dimensionless
attenuation parameter Q, (3) magnitude, and (4) phase of the fluid/solid displacement ratios for the three types of wa es
as afunction ofthe poro-viscousfrequency number Nf= ksf/lv. Small triangles mark thefrequencies 10,102, i1, 104,
I05 and 106 Hz. Solid lines are plotted for the P2 (fast compressional) wave, dashed lines for the P2 (slow compressional)
wave, and dotted lines for the S (shear) wave. A positive phase corresponds to fluid motion lagging behind the solid
motion. (5) Plane wave reflected and transmitted displacement potential amplitude coefficientsfor a wave (of amplitude
1AiI = 1) incident on an air/air-filled soil interface as afunction of incident angle. The angle of incidence is measured

from the vertical (i.e., O0 corresponds to normal incidence). I A, I is the amplitude of the displacement potential of the
reflected wave in thefluid; IA 1 I is the amplitude ofthe solid displacement potential of the transmitted P1 wawe; I B2 I
is the amplitude of the fluid displacement potential of the transmitted P2 wave; I AI is the amplitude of the solid
displacement potential of the transmitted S wave. The solid line isfor afrequency of 101 z; progressivelyslhorterdashld
lines correspond to frequencies of 102, 101 and 104 Hz.
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Figure 65 (con t'd). Acoustic properties predicted by the Biot theory for soils 1, 2 and 3 (see Table 14 for the
parameters used t.o make thcse predictions). (1) Velocities normalized by thc fluid velocity c = 329 m s-1, (2)
dimensionless attcnuat ion parameter Q, (3) magnitude, and (4) phase of the fluid/solid displacement ratios for the
three types of waves as a function of the poro-viscous frequency number Nf = ksf/fl'v. Small triangles mark the
frequencies 10, 102, 1&, I04, 1&5and 106 Hz. Solid lines are plotted for the P1z (~fast compressional) wave, dashed lines
for the P2 (slow compressional) wave, and dotted lines for the S (shear) wave. A positive phase corresponds to fluid
motion lagging behind the solid motion. (5) Plane wave reflected and transmitted displacement potential amplitude
coefficients for a wave (of amplitude I A1 l = 1) incident on an air/air-filled soil interface as a function of incident
angle. The angle of incidence is measured from the vertical (i.e., 0° corresponds to normal incidence). I Ar I is the
amplitude of the displacement potential of the reflected wave in the `fluid; I A2 I is the amplitude of the solid
displacement potential of the transmitted P1 wave; I B2 1I is the amplitude of the fluid displacement potential of the
transmitted P2 wave; I A3 1I is the amplitude of the solid displacement potential of the transmitted S wave. The solid
line is for a frequency of l10 Hz; progressively shorter dashed lines correspond to frequencies of102, 103 and 10 Hiz.
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c. Soil 3.

Figure 65 (cont'd).

65al, 65bl and 65cl show the predicted velocities of and S waves for soil 1, are slower than the P1 waves

-the three wave types (Pl, P2 and S) as a function of but faster than the S waves for soil 2, and are slower

the poro-viscous frequency number Nf = kJ/Qv. Both than both waves for soil 3.

the Pj- and S-wave speeds are essentially constant as The wave attenuations are shown in Figures 65a2,

a function of Nf (or frequency). The P2-wave velocity 65b2 and 65c2. For the P1 and S waves, Q is constant

increases as the frequency increases until Nf = 0.1 (f = with respect to frequency, so the attenuation constant

4500 Hz), after which it remains constant. As the (x in the term e-m" increases asf increases. For the P2

frame velocities increase, the constant P1-and S-wave wave, the attenuation is very large at low frequen-

velocities move upward on the plot, but the P2 line is cies, decreases to a value of Q = 1 at about Nf = 0.1,

constant for all of the plots. This means that the P2  and continues to decrease as the frequency increases.

waves (at high frequencies) travel faster than the P1  Values of Q less than I imply that the wave is not a
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true p'ropgating wave because tile aIttenuation is so reflected, P, and S transmission coefficients decroa:.e
lairge; energy difftises at theseA frequencies. The %v lIC with frequency. Thle 1P2 tranturissuin coefficient i: t'-

N--0.1 is where the viscous drag and thle inertial largest, indicating that mnost of the transmitted en-
Iosscs aropproximatoly equivalent, and where the ergy (kinetic energy + . 11, ~i,1 hi) + p [i~jv 2)
P., wave becomes a propagating rather than a diffu- will be converted into 112 waves, not P1, waves or
,;Ive wavei. As Yanmamoto (19,93b) points out, the gen- walves.

-'a eaior oftemtral remains the same if the The reflection coefficient I A. I and the trarvmis-
perneibility k'. changes. Although changing k, causes sion coefficient to P, waves 11121I are sirniiar for all
a1 shift in frequeoncY, the velocities and attenuations three soils in both curve shape (i.e., dependence onl
remain constant at constant Nf. Ie attenuation Q is angle of incidence) and amplitude. At normal inci-
thf' sanie for all tresoil examples. With 8 = 0.02, Q dence, the reflection coefficient drops from around
is abouMt 50 for the P1 and S waves. 1.0 to 0.6 as the frequency increases from 10 to 1O0

Figuires 65:13, 65h3 and 6563 show the magnitude Hz, while the transmission coefficient increases from
of the ratio of the fluid and solid motions,, determined near 0 to around 0.35.
fromn eq 43,A5, for the three wave types in the air- The transmission coefficients for P1 waves and S
filled soil, again plotted as. a function of Nf. For P1  waves are typically 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller
and S waves, the fluid/solid displacement ratios (U/! than the reflection and P2 tr~ansmission coefficients,
it) are very small at low frequencies but increase as and they vary in both shape and amplitude level for
the frequency increases and become constant near Nf the three soils. For soil 1, the transmission coeffi-

=0.1, with a maximum of about 0.06. For the P2  cients are smooth and of low amplitude. As the
waves, the fluid/solid coupling ratio is greater than frame velocities increase, peaks in the coefficients are
103 while it is far less for the othier two waves. The introduced at certain angles. Soil 2 displays a broad
coupling ratio for the P2 waves decreases for frequen- peak in the P1 transmission coefficient and a double
cies above Nf = 0.1 by about an order of magnitude humped shape in the S-wave transmission coeffi-
for all of the soils. As the frame velocities increase cient. For soil 3, both coefficients are sharply peaked.
(soil 1 ---- soil 3), this ratio increases from about 10 to The P1 coefficient has a small peak at around 250 and
1Cý. Thus, this wave is essentially decoupled from a large, sharp peak near 65'. The S-wave coefficient
the solid and propagates mainly through the pores. has a small dip and a large peak at the same angles.

The phase~s of the coupling coefficients for the sec- The expected "critical" angles for this soil are 24 and
ond and third soils, are similar, while the first soil 550, and these curves are similar to those expected for
shows, a different pattern (Fig. 65a4, 65b4 and 65c4). an elastic solid. The large peak occurs near the hori-
For soil 1, the solid frame displacement of the P1 wave zontal slowness for elastic Rayleigh waves, conic-
lags behind thle fluid displacement by about nr/2 at sponding to an angle Of OR -Sin 1 (cl [(0.92) 1'] = 63'.
low frequencies, but the phase difference decreases This example shows that, for air-filled materials, it
and the motions become in phase as the frequen~cy is the P2 (slow compressional) wave that is most im-
increases. The 1'2- and S-wave fluid components also portant, and a rigid porous model, ignoring the P1

lag behind the solid component by about nr/2 and n/ and S waves, has found wide application in this situ-
3 at low frequencies, but increase to nt (completely ation (e.g., Attenborough 1985, Sabatien et al. 1986b,
out of ph~ase) as the frequency increases. For soil 2 Albert and COrcutt 1990).
and soil 3, the P2 -wave solid component is out of Effect of penneability. To investigate the effect of the
phase at low frequencies, but becomes in phase with permeability, additional calculations were done with
the fluid component as the frequency increases. The k, set to 0.1 and 10 x*10-10 m.2 for comparison with

Py and S-wave solid displacements are 7t/2 behind the previous results (where k, = 1 x 10-10 in2 ). As
the fluid component at low frequencies, and become expected from the earlier discussion, the velocities,
out of phase as the frequency increases. attenuations and coupling coefficients are unchanged

Figures 65a5, 65b5 and 65c5 show the magnitude except for a shift in frequency. All of the reflection
of the displacement potential reflection and trans- and transmission coefficients decrease slightly as the
mission coefficients for plane waves from normal (00) permeability increases, except for thle B2 transmLs-
to grazing (90') incidence for an air/air-satu rated- sion coefficient, which increases slightly. Figures 65b
soil boundary. T7he coefficients for frequencies of 10, and 66 show the effects for soil 2.
102, 103 and 10I H7 are shown. All of the coefficients Effect of tortuosity. To investigate the effect of the
exhibit some frequency dependence. The P2 trans- tortuosity of the soil on its acoustic properties, the
mission coefficient increases with frequency, and the calculations were repeated for the three soils with
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Figure 66. Predicted acoustic properties for soil 2. (1) Velocities, (2) attet'uation, (3) magnitude, and (4) phase
of thefluid/solid displacement ratios for the three types of waves as afunction of the poro-viscous frequency number
Nf (5) Plare wave reflected and transmitted displacement potential amplitude coefficients as afjunction of incident
angle.

the tortuosity q2 doubled from a value of 1.25 to 25. the fluid/solid coupling ratios for the three wave
Increasing the tortuosity decreases the final value of types. This ratio drops from 103 to 102 at high fre-
V2 at higher frequencies from 290 to 195 m s-1. Since quencies for soil 1, but is relatively unchanged for
increasing the tortuosity makes the pathway through the other two soils. The phase changes are also slight.
the pores more convoluted, more time is required for The plane wave coefficients are also nearly unaf-
the P2 waves to travel through the material, resulting fected by the increase in tortuosity. Only at high fre-
in a lower wave speed. The frequency where the V2  quencies (above I kHz) are there discernable effects:
curve levels out shifts to a slightly higher frequency the reflection coefficient increases and the P2-wave
for all of the models. There are only slight changes in transmission coefficient decreases as the tortuosity
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b. With the permeability set to k5 = 10 x 10-I° in2.

Figure 66 (cont'd). Predicted acoustic properties for soil 2. (1) Velocities, (2) attenuation, (3) magnitude, and

(4) phase of the fluid/solid displacement ratios for the three types of waves as a function of the poro-viscous frequency
number Nf (5) Plane wave reflected and transmitted displacement potential amplitude coefficients as aflhnction of
incident angle.

increases. Typical changes (Fig. 67) for normal inci- value of Q for the P1 and S waves drops from 50 to 10
dence at 10 kHz are 0.61 -4 0.65 for the reflection to 5. The ratio of fluid to solid motion for the P2 waves
coefficient and 0.33 --# 0.19 for the P2-wave transmis- drops slightly and its phase at low frequencies shifts
sion coefficient. slightly; the couplings for the other waves are unaf-

Effect of fiame loss decrement. The calculations were fected.
repeated for the three soils using 5 values of 0.1 and The main effect is on the plane wave transmission
0.2 for comparison with the original value of 0.02. coefficients. The reflection coefficient and the P2-wave
For all of the soils, the velocities are unchanged, as is transmission coefficient are unchanged, but the P1-
the attenuation Q of the P2 wave. As S increases, the and S-wave transmission coefficients decrease slightly
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-1:= 0 .. 0__. .35 - ] the P2 wave becomes a propagating wave. Its0. 0.30 other main effect is that the higher the perme-
0.35 I h 2 wv eoe rpgtn ae t

0. G.- , o ability, the higher the transmission coeffi-
0" 0.15 o dents, especially for P2 waves at high frequen-0.10 dies.

0 .5 .. .... .. .. . . .."0.0.05 Whether the P2 wave is slower or faster
(1,0 •=-t------V0.00 '••0 40o ao 00 40 80 than the other two waves is controlled by the

0. oo___ __ frame velocities or moduli. These relationships
0.0O-0.0008- may determine which waves arrive first at a

.0 0..0004 detector under certain experimental geom-
o.0oo i 0.0006 -oo-. etries. As the frame veloities increase above
0. O o ... the acoustic velocity, the plane wave trans-
0.0005 0 0.0002 mission coefficients for P1 and S waves de-

0.0000 0.0000 velop peaks that increase the transmission for
0 40 80 0 40 80 specific angles of incidence. The reflection and

@1, degrees e,, degrees P2 transmission coefficients remain the larg-

a. q 2  1.25. est and are not affected significantly by the
frame velocities.

_ 0.35w
----------- 0.30- Snow

0.8 - .......... 0.25- Parameters for snow. Attempting to model
-.0-.0.20------ .......... seasonal snow is fraught with uncertainty, pri-

o. 4 "0.10- marily from two sources: First, the snow it-
o. 05 - .... -- self varies tremendously in its physical struc-

0.0 0.00 - - - - - ture and mechanical properties. Second, mea-
0 40 80 0 40 80 surements of seasonal snow's basic proper-[o0.0010 ties are infrequent, and experimentally deter-

o.oo- 0.0008- - mined values have large variations, especially
0.00 5- o oo the most important parameter, permeability.:xo~oo ZT-........... '\.•.",o1- Therefore, a detailed description of the pa-

0. 01 .\.... ..... 0,0004 -

rameters used will be presented. The reader
o.ooozý is warned that the modeling results presented
0.oo80 in this section should be taken only as a guide.

0 q 2es e80 degrees Compressional and shear wave velocitiescan be used to estimate the bulk moduli K.
b. q2 = 2.5. and g. needed for the Biot model, and these

measurements are easily done and give accu-
Figure 67. Effect of tortuosity q2 on the plane wave reflection and rate values for most materials. However, wave
transmission coefficients for soil 2. velocity measurements on seasonal snow cov-

ers are difficult to obtain with commonly used
and any peaks or troughs broaden as the loss decre- seismic refraction techniques because the snow cover
ment increases. Figure 68 shows the changes in these is so thin. I am unaware of any velocity measure-
coefficients for soil 2 and soil 3. ments on seasonal snow covers appearing in the lit-

Summary of results for soil. As the above examples erature, with the exception of the work of Yamada et
show, the permeability and the frame velocities are al. (1974). This paper reported values of 500 and 230
the parameters with the largest effect on the acoustic m s-1 for P- and S-wave velocities, respectively (i.e.,
properties of the material. However, in most si- !11> c >V3), for snow with a density of 210 kg m-3.
tuations, the velocities are usually fairly well known These values were obtained by measuring the travel
while the permeability is not. Thus, the largest un- time of ultrasonic pulses on samples removed from the
certainty in the parameter estimates and in the re- snow cover. Because of the method used, the values
sulting acoustic predictions results from the uncer- reported are for rather competent snow that can with-
tainty in the permeability. The value of the perme- stand such handling. For many snow covers, the snow
ability controls the critical frequency, above which would simply crumble if attempts were made to re-
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move samples, so the values reported are considered high compared with the measurements desc rilkd
to be representative of snow that has been on the above.
ground for some time and has increased its strength In view of the above discussion, a compressional
(compared to newly fallen snow) by sintering, wave velocity V, of 300 m s-1, a density of 200 kg

Since newly fallen snow is a much weaker mate- m-3 and a Poisson's ratio of 0.2 have been assumed
riar than most soils, it seems reasonable to assume for a typical New England snow cover. These values
that it can have velocities even lower than those used imply a shear wave velocity V3 of 180 m s- and the
above for soil 1. Also, my comparisons of travel time other parameters listed in Table 14. A permeability
differences between geophones at the top and at the value of 10 x 10-10 m2 (in agreement with the mea-
bottom of a snow cover indicated that c > V1, al- sured values) was used.
though the experimental errors were too large to give Johnson (1982) has previously applied Biot's theory
accurate values. Accurate, in-situ measurements of to predict the acoustic velocities and attenuations of
snow's wave velocities are sorely needed. waves propagating in snow. This study differs from

Obtaining an accurate estimate of the permeabil- Johnson's in that frame attenuations are included in
ity of a snow cover is also quite difficult. Measured these calculations, the frame velocity structure is dif-
values of this parameter vary considerably, again be- ferent (Johnson used V1 > c > V3 and V1 > V3 > c),
cause of natural variations as well as experimental *and these calculations include the coupling coeffi-
difficulties. Values reported for "new," low density cients and reflection and transmission coefficients.
snow range between 10 and 90 x 10-10 m2 (Buser Johnson (1985) studied transmission from air into

1986, Chacho and Johnson 1987, Ishida 1965, Shimizu snow, but in terms of a wave impedance formula-
1970, Sommerfeld and Racchio 1989). Chacho and tion, which, although accurate for audible sound
Johnson (1987) also report values of up to 600 x 10-10 transmission, does not explicitly address transmis-
m2 for large-grained, metamorphosed snow (i.e., sion into P, and S waves.
depth hoar). The results of the calculations for snow are shown

In addition to direct measurements of snow's per- in Figure 69. The Pl- and S-wave velocities are con-
meability, there are two other approaches that can be stant with respect to frequency, and the P2-wave e-
used to estimate these values. First, acoustic experi- locity increases with frequency, leveling off at a con-

ments can be used to determine the effective flow re- stant value at high frequencies. For this snow, the
sistivity of a snow cover, and thus the permeability, critical Nf occurs at about 1.1 kHz, and the high-
Nicolas et al. (1985) reported measured effective flow frequency P2-wave velocity value is just slightly less
resistivity values of 5 to 50 kN s mi4 , which corre- than the Pl-wave velocity (292 vs 300 mn s-). The
spond to permeabilities of around 36 to 4 x 10-10 m2. attenuation Q of the P1 and S waves is constant, while
The acoustic waveform modeling presented earlier that for the P2 wave increases with frequency. The P2

in this report resulted in a value of 20 kN s m-4, coupling ratio is always at least an order of magni-
which converts to 9 x 10-10 m2. Additional measure- tude higher than the ratio for the other two waves,
ments reported by Albert (1990) can be used to ob- and the reflection and transmission coefficients are
tain permeability values ranging from 5 to 20 x 10-10 smoothly varying without critical angles.
m 2 for seven different seasonal snow covers. (All of Comparison with Figure 65a shows that the ve-m locities and attenuations are very similar to that for
these permeability values treat the effective flow re- soili1, an attea r si mila t t for
sistivity as the zero frequency value, since the correc- soil 1, as expected, since for both materials ci> 1t >
tions needed are small.) V3. The reflection and transmission coefficients are

Second, Shimuzu (1970) has presented a widely also similar. The shapes of the reflection and P2-waveused empirical formula relating the snow grain di- transmission coefficients are nearly identical, with theameter d to the permeability transmission coefficient for snow being larger athigher frequencies. The P1- and S-wave transmission
coefficients are of the same order of magnitude.

k- = 0.077 d2 exp (-7.8 Psnow /Pwaterl} Effect of permeability. To investigate the effect of
permeability on the predicted wave propagation

For snow of density 200 kg m-3, this equation pre- properties of snow, the calculations were repeated
dicts permeability values of 41, 160 and 650 X 10-10 for the same snow example, with the permeability
m2 for typically observed grain sizes of 0.5, 1 and 2 varied over the very wide range from 103 to 10- x
mm. However, Sommerfeld (1987) has cautioned that 1r-10 m2, while the rest of the input parameters re-
this empirical relationship may lead to large errors, mained unchanged. The results are shown in Fig-
and the equation seems to prelc't values that are too ures 70 to 73.
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Figure 69. Acoustic properties predicted by the Biot theory for snow I (see Table 14 for the parameters used
to make these predictions). Velocities, attenuation, magnit ude and phase ofthefluid/solid displacement ratios for the
three types of waves as a function of the poro-viscous frequency number Nf Solid lines are plotted for the P, (fast
compressional) wave, dashed lines for the P2 (slow compressional) wave, and dotted lines for the S (shear) wave. The
solid line isfor afrequency of10 Hz; progressively shorter dashed lines correspond to frequencies of 102,, 10 and 10I
Hiz.

As expected, decreasing the permeability is equiva- figure shows that the P2-wave velocity at low fre-
lent to increasing Nf and linearly shifts the velocity quencies is higher for snow of higher permeability,
and coupling coefficient curves to higher frequen- since the P 2 wave can propagate, rather than diffuse,
cies. Figure 70 shows the P2-wave velocity for three through the more open pore structure. At higher
different permeabilities; the other wave velocities re- frequencies, the velocities become constant and iden-
main constant and are omitted from the plot. The tical.
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a. 1000 x 1 0-10 m2" b. 10 x b~ n10m2 " and O.1 X10-10 m2, with the other parameters for snow 1 listed
in Table 14. Solid lines are for a frequency of 10 Hz; progres-
sively shorter dashed lines correspond to frequencies of 102,

---.o-----_- . . .103 and 104 Hz.

- ................ "ted into the snow. The much smaller PI" and S-wave

transmission coefficients lose their frequency depen-
o0.4 dence by approaching the low-frequency (10 Hz)

0L 40 o curves, with peak values near 0.012 and 0.008 respec-
oil degrees c. 0.1 x10 10 m2. tively (Fig. 73).

Different types of snow. Two additional calculations
Figure 7l. Plane wave potential amplitude reflection were carried out, using parameters representing a
coefficient I Ar I for a wave incident on an air/snow very low density snow (snow 2) and &e harder snow
interface as a fiunction of incident angle. The snow (snow 3) measured by Yamada et al. (1974) and used
perneabilities are 1000 x1-"0, 1Oxl r 10 and 0.1 xlO-10 m2, in Johnson's (1982) calculations. The properties of
with the other parameters for snow 1 listed in Table 14. Solid these materials are listed in Table 14, and the calcu-
lines arefor afrequency of 10 Hz; progressively shorter dashed
lines correspond to frequencies of 102, 103 and 104 Hz. are intended to show how normally encountered

variations in seasonal snow properties affect wave
The effect of the permeability on the reflection and propagation.

transmission coefficients is shown in the following Comparing the three types of snow in order of
figures. Figure 71 shows that as the permeability de- increasing frame stiffness (Fig. 74a, 69 and 74b) re-
creases, the reflection coefficient I Ar I increases and veals a number of patterns. First, the P1- and S-wave
approaches 1 for all angles of incidence and all fre- velocities increase as the snow frame becomes stiffer,
quencies. Also, the P2-wave transmission coefficient while the high-frequency asymptotic value of the P2
decreases dramatically (Fig. 72). Both of these results wave remains constant and - c. Thus, the P1 and S
show that the snow becomes acoustically harder as velocities may be faster or slower than the P2 veloc-
the permeability decreases; that is, more incident en- ity, depending on the snow characteristics. Second,
ergy is reflected back into the air and less is transmit- the displacement ratio I U I / I u I for P2 waves in-
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Figure 73. Plane wave potential amplitude transmission coefficients I A1 I (fast compres-
sional waves) and I A 3 I (shear waves)for a wave incident on an air/snow interface as a
function of incident angle. The snow permeabilities are 1000 x 1040, 10 x 10-1 and 0.1 x

-10 in2, with the other parameters for snow I listed in Table 14. Solid lines are for afrequency
of 10 Hz; progressively shorter dashed lines correspond to frequencies of 102, 1 3 and 101 Hz.

creases from -50 to 104 as the frame stiffness increases, types. The largest transmission coefficient I B21 is
Finally, as the frame stiffness increases, the reflection typically twice as large for snow than for soil at a
coefficient I Ar I increases while the transmission co- given frequency, and this increase is caused by snow's
efficient I B21 decreases, with lower frequencies (i.e., larger permeability. The P1- and S-wave transmis-
those for which Nf < 0.1) showing the greatest change. sion coefficients, IA II and I A 3 1,are larger for snow
At higher frequencies, the reflection coefficient re- because of its lower frame stiffness. These results
mains essentially unchanged. The PI-wave transmis- agree with the observation that sound propagating
sion coefficient I A I1 generally decreases (except for in the atmosphere will be more strongly attenuated
possible critical angle peaks), and the S-wave trans- when snow is present on the ground because of in-
mission coefficient I A 3 I increases, as the frame stiff- creased transmission through, aiid less reflection
ness increases, from, the air/ground boundary.

As an illustration, Figure 75 shows the power spec-
Summary of soil and snow modeling tral densities calculated for blank pistol shots experi-

Generally, the predicted acoustic properties of mentally recorded by a surface microphone 196 m
snow are quite similar to those predicted for surface away, with and without a snow cover present. The
soils. The main difference between the two materials summer power spectral density shows a relatively
is that the soil has lower permeability, a stiffer solid flat shape out to about 400 Hz, while the winter power
frame (i.e., higher P- and S-wave velocities), and less spectral density decays rapidly above 100 Hz. These
frame attenuation. Thus, except for the possible in- differences are caused primarily by the relative ab-
fluence of critical angles, the transmission of plane sorption of sound by the ground as the wave propa-
waves from air into the porous material is predicted gates from the source to the receiver.
to be higher for snow than soil for all three wave Figure 76 compares the calculated reflection and
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dashed lines correspond to frequencies of 102, 103 and 104 Hz.

transmission coefficients for soil 1 and snow 4 of Table lations predict the preferential attenuation of high
14; these models are based on the properties at the frequencies by snow in winter seen in the measured
experimental site determined by the seismic refrac- data of Figure 75.
tion measurements of the Site Characterization section
and the modeling of the previous section. At 100 Hz, Summary
the reflection coefficient is seen to be higher for soil Calculations using Biot's theory have been made
than for snow, while the transmission coefficients are to investigate the properties of air-filled porous ma-
all higher for snow than for soil. Thus, these calcu- terials. These calculations show that such materials
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N I O-4 Figure 75. Power spectral densities for surface
01_5 .microphones in the summer (solid line) and

winter (dashed line). The source was a blank .45
10o-6 .caliber pistol shot, I m high in the airand 196 m east

of the microphone location. The sharp peaks in both,1,-,7 spectra are at multiples of 60 Hz and are considered
0 400 800 to be noise. A 60-Hz notch filter was used in the

Frequency, Hz summer recording and is visible in the plot.
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0.008 .- 0.0 "0 - Figure 76. Plane wave reflected and transmit-
o. 0.06 " -- oo~s ,teddisplacement potential amplitude coefficients006 0•.0 0004 ,'

0.004 - for a wave incident on an air/air-filled porous
O.OOZ0-.0002 solid interface as a functirn of incident angle.
0.000o 7) 0.0000 The solid line is for soil 1, the dashed line for snow

0 40 80 0 40 80 4 (see Table 14). The calculations were done at a
ev degrees 6i. degrees frequency of 1OO Hz.

stiffness and the permeability are the most impor- supplemented with extensive site characterization
tant parameters controlling the acoustic properties measurements. The careful design of these experi-
of these materials. The calculations also show that ments allowed the identification and accurate deter-
the greater permeability for snow leads to higher mination of velocities and amplitude decay rates for
transmission coefficients, especially for P 2 waves, and both the early arriving, low-amplitude body waves
is responsible for the increased attenuation of airborne as well as the larger-amplitude air waves. Marked
sound when a snow cover is present. changes in the waveforms and decay rates were ob-

The calculations presented here have lead to served when a snow cover was present. The body
greater insight into the controlling parameters and wave amplitudes actually increased, because their
the physics of wave propagation in porous materi- coupling into the ground near the source was en-
als. Additional experimental work is planned to con- hanced by the impedance matching effect of the snow.
firm the calculations. Sonic velocity and attenuation The air wave arrival was strongly attenuated by the
measurements as a function of frequency are planned snow cover, and a low-frequency, air-coupled, dis-
in conjunction with in-situ permeability measure- persive wave train appeared in both the microphone
ments; these measurements will be used to validate and geophone waveforms.
these calculations. A model treating the ground as a rigid porous

material was shown to be fully successful in match-
ing the observed microphone wavwforms and ampli-

CONCLUSIONS tude decay rates. This model provides a useful tool
for the prediction of expected sound levels from im-

This report describes the results of detailed mea- pulsive sources in practical situations. A numerical
surements on the attenuation of sound propagating procedure for calculating the induced ground mo-
over grassland and snow. The experiments were con- tion from sources in the air was less successful; it
ducted under conditions as controlled as possible for correctly predicted the observed amplitude decay
field work in a realistic environment, and were rates and the waveforms under summer conditions,
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but failed when snow was present. This failure was tensive because the current 4 x 4 sub-matrices used
shown to be a limitation of the model of the ground throughout for the viscoelastic P-SV system become
that was used; the viscoelastic treatment ignores the 6 x 6 sub-matrices in the porous PI-P2-S case, and all
effect of the pores in the snow, a cause of substantial of the manual array indexing will need to be rewrit-
attenuation of the air wave. ten. It may be less time consuming to simply rewrite

Preliminary calculations using Biot's theory of this part of the code, and then call the integration
wave propagation in porous materials show that this subroutines to calculate the response. One of the
model correctly predicts the differential absorption strengths of the present wavenumber integration code
of high frequencies caused by the presence of a snow is its stability at all frequencies and wavenumbers.
cover; the increased attenuation is caused mainly by This stability results in part from a special
the higher permeability of snow compared to soil. reparameterization at large wavenumbers (Apsel

Many questions remain unanswered, and addi- 1979); a new derivation of these equations will also
tional work is needed, both experimentally and theo- be needed for the porous case.
retically, to understand fully the effect of snow on
acoustic wave propagation.
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APPENDIX A: CONVERSION OF DATA FROM
SEG Y IBM FLOATING POINT FORMAT

The Fortran fragment below shows how the conversion from the 4 byte SEG Y IBM
floating point format to a Fortran real variable was accomplished. The conversion relies on
two non-standard functions:

(1) RS(xnum): shifts the contents of x num bits to the right.
(2) AND(x,y): binary "and" operator. The individual bits are set to 1 if either of the

arguments have a 1 in that bit location, and 0 if neither have a 1 at that bit location, e.g. the
call AND(1010,0011) returns the value 1011.

The notation :num indicates that num is a hex number.

INTEGER*4 IMANTSIXTEEN
INTEGER*2 IM(2),NUMP
REAL*4 PDAT(6000)
EQUIVALENCE(IMANT,IM(1))
DATA SIXTEEN/ 16/

C XCORR = 5.96E-8
XCORR = 2.**(-24.)

C
NUMP =0 /* index for the data points
DO 10 1 = 121,ICNT,2 /* skip over the trace header,

/* then step through the data
NUMP = NUMP+l
ISIGN = RS(IDAT(I),15) /* decode the sign
IF(ISIGN.EQ.1) ISIGN = -1
IF(ISIGN.EQ.0) ISIGN = 1
IXPN = AND(RS(IDAT(I),8),:177) /* decode the exponent
IM(1) = DAT(I) /* decode the mantissa
IM(2) = IDAT(I+1)
IM(1) = AND(IM(1),:377)
XMANT = IMANT
XMANT = XMANT*XCORR

C /* convert to a real number
PDAT(NUMP) = ISIGN*SIXTEEN**(IXPN-64)*XMANT

10 CONTINUE
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APPENDIX B: SEISMIC REFRACTION DATA

This appendix gives the travel time data obtained using the seismic refraction method.
Figure 14 shows the locations of the sensor arrays, and Table 3 gives the results of in-
verting these data using the intercept time method.
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Figure B1. Distance vs travel time plots for P-wave refraction arrays. Squares are the first arrival
times picked from the seismograms. The three line segments are least-squares fits to the travel times. Travel
times for the source to the east (top) and west (bottom) of the array are shown.
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APPENDIX C: METEOROLOGICAL DATA RECORDED AT
THE CAMP ETHAN ALLEN TEST SITE, 6 JANUARY 1986

2 m hgh 6 m high

Time Temp Humidity V(E) Temp Humidity V(E)
(hr.-min) (0C) (%) U(N) (m/s) W(V) (1C) (%) U(N) (m/s) W(V)

08:29 -16.6 81.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
08:35 -16.4
ox:xx -14.9 77.5 0.1 0.0 0.0
10:33 -9.7
10:45 -9.0 44.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
10:53 -8.5 43.2 0.1 0.0 0.0
10:58 -8.6
11:03 -8.8 42.8
11:13 -8.6
11:16 -8.5 41.5
11:20 -8.1 41.3 -0.8 0.3 1.2
11:23 -7.6 38.8 -0.5 0.1 0.8 -4.6 34.4 -0.4 0.0 0.0
11:29 -7.0 37.1 -0.7 0.2 1.1 -4.0 32.8 1.0 0.0 0.1
11:34 -6.6 37.8 -0.2 0.0
13:37 -1.5 30.5 0.0 -0.7 0.0 1.7 24.8 0.0 -0.1 0.0
13:38 -2.0 31.9 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.6 25.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
13:39 -2.2 32.6 0.1 0.0 0.1 1.7 25.5 -0.2 0.0 0.0
13:40 -2.4 31.9 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.7 25.1 -0.3 0.0 0.0
13:41 -2.5 33.1 -0.3 0.0 1.0 1.6 25.2 -0.7 0.0 0.0
13:43 -3.2 36.2 -0.8 0.0 0.6 0.9 27.0 -0.8 0.0 0.0
13:44 -3.6 36.8 -0.5 0.0 0.1 0.6 27.6 -0.4 0.0 0.0
13:45 -3.7 36.5 -0.3 0.0 0.2 0.5 27.6 -0.3 0.0 0.0
13:47 -3.7 36.8 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 27.9 -0.8 0.0 0.0
13:48 -3.8 37.6 -0.4 0.0 0.9 0.2 28.2 -0.8 0.0 0.0
13:49 -4.0 -0.3 0.0 0.2 0.2 28.6 -0.7 0.0 0.0
13:51 -4.0 37.9 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 29.2 -0.4 0.0 0.0
13:53 -3.7 37.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 28.7 -0.1 0.0 0.0
13:57 -3.2 36.7 -0.1 0.0 0.6 0.4 27.4 -0.6 0.0 0.1
13:58 -3.3 36.8 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.4 27.7 -0.2 0.0 0.0
13:59 -3.4 36.3 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.4 27.5 -0.4 0.0 0.0
14:00 -3.5 36.5 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.4 27.4 -0.3 0.0 0.0
14:01 -3.4 36.4 -0,6 0.0 0.0 0.4 27.3 -0.4 0.2 0.0
14:06 -2.9 35.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.9 26.6 0.0 0.2 0.0
14:08 -2.9 35.2 0.0 0.5 0.6 1.2 25.6 0.1 0.4 -0.1
14:09 -3.0 35.6 0.0 0.7 0.7 1.4 25.4 0.0 0.6 0.0
14:12 -3.3 36.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 1.7 24.9 0.0 0.2 0.0
14:13 -3.3 36.3 0.0 0.2 0,0 1.8 24.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
14:19 -2.9 35.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 22.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
14:20 -2.8 35.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 22.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14:21 -2.7 35.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 3.3 21.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
14:22 -2.7 35.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 3.4 21.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
14:25 -2.4 36.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 22.1 0.0 0.2 0.0
14:26 -2.4 36.2 1.2 0.0 0.0 3.2 22.4 0.0 0.2 0.0
14:27 -2.3 35.8 0.2 0.0 0.0 3.1 22.6 0.0 0.2 0.0
14:28 -2.3 35.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 3.0 22.9 0.0 0.4 0.0
14:29 -2.2 35.2 -0.2 0.0 0.1 2.9 23.1 -0.1 0.3 0.0
14:30 -2.2 35.5 -0.2 0.0 0.0 2.7 23.4 -0.2 0.4 0.0
14:31 -2.2 35.1 -0.3 0.0 0.0 2.5 23.8 -0.2 0.2 0.0
14:32 -2.2 34.6 -0.1 0.0 0.0 2.4 24.2 -0.4 0.0 0.0
14:34 -2.1 34.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 24.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
14:35 -1.9 34.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 24.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
14:36 -1.8 35.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 24.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
14:38 -1.6 33.3 -0.2 0.0 0.0 2.4 23.7 -0.3 0.0 0.0
14:39 -1.6 33.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 24.0 -0.3 0.0 0.0
14:40 -1.6 34.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 24.4 -0.5 0.0 0.0
14:41 -1.9 34.1 -0.4 0.0 0.0 2.0 24.8 -0.2 -0.1 0.0
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14:42 -2.2 35.5 -0.4 -0.3 0.1 1.8 25.4 0.0 -0.4 0.0
14:43 -2.4 35.8 0.0 -0.2 0.1 1.6 25.9 0.0 -0.3 0.0
14:44 -2.6 36.1 0.0 -0.3 0.0 1.5 26.0 0.0 -0.3 0.0
14:45 -2.7 36.4 -0.1 -0.2 0.1 1.4 26.3 0.0 -0.3 0.0
14:46 -2.8 36.4 -0.2 -0.2 0.1 1.4 26.5 0.0 -0.2 0.0
14:48 -2.9 36.3 -0.2 0.0 0.0 1.5 26.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
14:50 -2.9 36.6 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 1.4 26.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
14:51 -3.0 36.6 -0.1 0.0 0.1 1.5 26.3 0.0 -0.1 0.0
14:52 -3.0 36.9 0.0 -0.3 0.0 1.4 26.2 0.0 -0.2 0.0
14:54 -3.1 37.3 0.0 -0.3 0.0 1.2 26.7 0.0 -0.3 0.0
14:55 -3.2 36.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 1.2 26.8 0.0 -0.3 0.0
14:56 -3.1 36.3 -0.2 -0.3 0.0 1.1 26.3 -0.1 -0.7 0.0
14:57 -3.2 36.3 -0.1 -0.5 0.0 1.0 26.2 -0.1 -0.5 0.0
14:59 -3.4 37.6 0.0 -0.6 0.0 0.6 -0.1 -0.7 0.0
15:00 -3.5 37.2 -0.2 -0.5 0.0 0.5 27.4 -0.1 -0.6 0.0
15:01 -3.6 37.2 0.1 -0.2 0.2 0.4 27.6 0.0 -0.5 0.0
15:02 -3.6 37.1 -0.2 -0.5 0.0 0.4 27.6 0.0 -0.5 0.0
15:03 -3.6 37.3 -0.1 -0.4 0.0 0.3 27.6 0.0 -0.5 0.0
15:04 -3.7 37.5 -0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.3 27.7 0.0 -0.3 0.0
15:05 -3.6 37.7 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.3 27.7 0.0 -0.5 0.0
15:06 -3.6 37.1 0.1 -0.4 0.0 0.3 27.9 0.0 -0.1 0.0
15:08 -3.6 37.4 0.0 -0.6 0.0 0.2 28.3 0.0 -0.3 0.0
15:09 -3.6 37.6 0.3 -0.3 0.2 0.2 28.6 0.0 -0.4 -0.1
15:10 -3.6 37,3 0.0 -0.7 0.0 0,2 28.7 0.0 -0.3 0.0
15:11 -3.7 37.1 0.0 -0.5 0.0 0.2 28.7 0.0 -0.3 0.0
15:12 -3.7 37.0 0.0 -0.4 0.4 0.2 28.8 0.0 -0.4 -0.1
15:14 -3.7 37.3 0.1 -0.6 0.0 0.2 29.0 0.0 -0.2 0.0
15:15 -3.8 37.6 0.3 -0.5 0.0 0.2 29.1 0.0 -0.4 0.0
15:17 -3.8 37.4 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.2 29.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0
15:18 -3.7 37.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.2 28.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:19 -3.7 37.1 0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.2 28.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:23 -3.6 37.0 0.0 -0.4 0.0 0.2 28.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:24 -3.7 37.1 0.0 -0.5 0.0 0.2 28.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:25 -3.7 37.2 0.0 -0.5 0.0 0.2 28.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:26 -3.7 37.1 0.0 -0.4 0.0 0.2 28.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:27 -3.7 37.0 0.0 -0.4 0.0 0.2 28.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:28 -3.8 37.1 0.0 -0.3 0.0 0.2 28.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:29 -3.8 37.2 0.0 -0.5 0.0 0.1 28.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:30 -3.8 38.4 -0.3 -0.3 0.1 0.0 29.3 -0.1 -0.7 0.0
15:31 -3.9 39.0 -0.3 -0.5 0.0 -0.1 29.8 -0.1 -0.7 0.0
15:32 -4.0 39.1 -0.1 -0.4 0.1 -0.4 30.5 -0.1 -0.5 0.0
15:33 -4.1 39.7 -0.1 -0.5 0.0 -0.6 30.8 -0.1 -0.5 0.0
15:34 -4.2 40.4 -0O.1 -0.3 0.0 -0.9 31.5 -0.1 -0.6 0.0
15:35 -4.2 41,9 -0.4 0.0 0.0 -1.1 32.2 -0.1 -0.6 0.0
15:36 -4.3 42.6 -0.4 0.0 0.0 -1.2 32.6 0.0 -0.4 0.0
15:37 -4.3 42.7 -0.3 0.0 0.0 -1.3 32.5 0.0 -0>1 0.0
15:38 -4.2 42.5 -0.2 0.0 0.0 -1.3 32.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:39 -4.2 44.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -1.4 32.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:40 -4.4 44.8 -0.2 0.0 0.0 -1.4 33.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:41 -4.6 45.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.4 33.9 0.0 -0.3 0.0
15:42 -4.8 46.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.4 33.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
15:45 -5.1 47.1 -0.6 0.0 0.0 -1.8 35.9 0.0 -0.4 0.0
15:46 -5.1 47.3 -0.5 0.0 0.0 -1.9 36.9 0.0 -0.2 0.0
15:49 -5.8 50.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.2 39.4 0.0 -0.2 0.0
15:52 -6.2 51.7 -0.3 0.0 0.0 -2.6 40.7 -0.2 0.0 0.0
15:53 -6.2 52.1 -0.5 0.0 0.0 -2.8 41.1 -0.2 0.0 0.0
15:54 -6.2 52.0 -0.3 0.0 0.0 -2.9 41.5 -0.1 0.0 0.0
15:55 -6.2 52.2 -0.3 0.0 0.0 -3.1 41.4 -0.4 0.0 0.0
15:56 -6.3 52.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.3 41.8 -0.1 -0.1 0.0
15:57 -6.4 52.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.5 42.7 0.0 -0.2 0.0
15:58 -6.5 53.4 -0.3 0.0 0.2 -3.7 43.7 -0.1 -0.2 0.0
16:02 -7.4 57.4 -0.2 0,0 0.0 -4.2 45.6 -0.5 0.0 0.0
16:03 -7.6 59.1 -0.7 0.0 0.0 -4.4 46.6 -0.5 0.0 0.0
16:04 -7.8 606 -0.4 0.0 0.0 -4.7 47.5 -0.4 -0.2 0.0
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16:05 -7.9 60.4 -0.4 0.0 0.0 -4.9 48.9 -0.5 -0.2 0.0
16:06 -8.0 60.2 -0.4 0.0 0.3 -5.1 49.6 -0.1 -0.4 0.0
16:09 -8.3 61.7 -0.4 0.0 0.0 -5.9 52.3 -0.3 0.0 0.0
16:10 -8.3 61.9 -0.5 0.0 0.0 -6.2 53.1 -0.4 0.0 0.0
16:11 -8.3 61.7 -0.3 0.0 0.0 -6.5 54.1 -0.7 0.0 0.0
16:12 -8.3 61.7 0.0 0.0 0.1 -6.8 55.3 -0.7 0.0 0.0
16:13 -8.3 61.4 -0.2 0.0 0.0 -7.0 55.7 -0.8 0.0 0.0
16:14 -8.3 61.0 -0.4 0.0 0.0 -7.2 56.4 -0.6 0.0 0.0
16:15 -8.3 60.7 -0.2 0.0 0.0 -7.3 57.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0
16:16 -8.4 61.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -7.5 57.6 -0.1 -0.3 0.0
16:17 -8.4 60.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 -7.6 58.6 -0.1 -0.3 0.0
16:18 -8.5 61.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 -7.8 59.5 0.1 -0.4 0.0
16:19 -8.7 61.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 -7.9 60.4 -0.1 -0.4 0.0
16:20 -8.8 62.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 -8.0 60.8 0.0 -0.4 0.0
16:21 -9.0 63.1 0.1 -0.1 0.0 -8.1 61.4 0.0 -0.4 0.0
16:22 -9.1 65.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 -8.2 62.3 0.0 -0.4 0.0
16:23 -9.2 65.5 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -8.4 63.0 0.0 -0.3 0.0
16:24 -9.3 66.3 -0.4 0.0 0.0 -8.5 63.3 -0.1 -0.3 0.0
16:25 -9.4 67.8 -0.3 0.0 0.0 -8.6 63.9 -0.5 -0.1 0.0
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APPENDIX D: VISCOSITY CORRECTION TERM F(X).

Since the viscous losses increase at high frequencies, Biot (1956b) derived a correction
term F(?) for two pore geometries. For slit-like, parallel sided pores, Biot found

1 Xsil/2 tanh (XSi 1/2)

F() 1- , (XS 12(DI)

where X, = b (o/v) 1/2 and b is the half-width of the slit. For cylindrical pores,

_1 ?" i 1/2 T (X.c i 1/2)
F (X,) - 4 (D2)

1 - 2T(X i 1/2)(x i 1/2)

where kc = a (w/v) 1/ 2, a is the pore radius and T(x) = Jl(x)/Jo(x) is a ratio of Bessel func-
tions. More recently, Attenborough (1983, 1987) has derived the correction factor needed
for a distribution of pores of arbitrary shapes. The pore structure is characterized by a pore
shape factor ratio sf, a grain shape factor n ', an effective flow resistivity a and the porosity
Q. The correction factor is

2

F (Xa) = 4 (D3)
1 - 2T (Xa il/2)/(Xa j1/2)

where

1{8p0)021/2

?,a = - --

and the tortuosity q2 =-n' has been introduced. Biot (1956b) showed that when

X. = 4 Xs
3

the correction factors given by eq DI and D2 are nearly identical. The form of F(Xka) differs
2from F(Qs) only by a multiplicative factor of sf although the expressions for X are different.

When sf = 1.0, the value for cylindrical pore shapes, the two expressions give identical
results. The dimensionless parameters ?, can be written in terms of macroscopic quantities

X s4- sfýv !
xSt v
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